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- sing irctor i
'
bh<
ben. of ' ' i -re
•
,.
bul bhi ' loci] proach r.ra: lecide upon, wj • . •
cowriutrr. '] ol ' s, hoDed-for result
] E serxe; f curves frc h ch ci: servo engineer
sigbl : I • I r ' '••>< best by e of coi : : or f : " prticular case -•
3lso ood ' le; I bhe range of values to use.
To iresent the . . • standard bloc! iagr m -rs drawn with
j! ' component i itself whicl could be veri< 3 be suit each
lual Qcis'% ds is a? follows;
F: gu: *•: 1-1




In other or • at +.0 th CL bo; ; bh< motor volt 1













to the or 'or of ti system and to the number of time constants esi
to fee around. These might he anything froiv ai Lers bo am lidynes.
The irol Lem as . sproached as if the servo was a position output
by e; ! wever it could represent other types. [tie 'imotor" function t :~s
also sinrolifii I to the noint where it represents both the rotor and a
standard mechanical system (if the rotor induct' nee is assumed to be
r- :ligible). Thus, G - jjTs+IY * Although this actually represents
a special i ' id \^:: lual case, the value of th< i in and time constant
give a somewhat "normalized" function, The values of t !> e other function
.
I time constants wer< also chosen with t Ls in mind, but varied
in on effort to minimise any pole and zero cancellation, Tor a further
discussion of a normalizing method of approach, see section 10.
A numbering system was then chosen to represent the various systems
investigated, Tl is consisted of a four digit code as follows:
1st ?nd 3rd hth
where 1st designates the type of system as:
— type aero system
1 — type one system
3 3. special case of a oua Iratic in the G function
m












« lolS+S.S) and G,, ^ T^sTo
1-2

7- -IS- 1 .iu :, =. 10 G — —, " ,
JLSL
.
. | . g ; I
. : . ,
^
2 * H* f>*-4
, = ^ (*» +*)
S+4 erred to as. '" " * co i rnsator)
'"• Ferre I tc as "£ ' o ' ; sator)
L.tb de< ! .^ s " value pf the v; ri ble, ,i in the
co nss tor.
For exai le, th« sy t< i 1 2U2 le ns:
_J1st digit = 1 or ty] : i •: or G^ * 5(5,+ ))
2nd digit s 2 or Gh - |Vo"





-': it = 2 or a s 2






lit: on, s fed iag] : • i for ach st< liscuss<
se , bions 2 bhi I 8.




R. = o en Loc transfer fun : for unco ensated system















• usi as the -v hie.
= -1






' the Ms?. • of < - • or function
lost 1 re. It • [hi hf interest oj . ; : if the
Lon were « G in scries so oles and zeros
could then be si i tosed on the i . [herefore, ethod Il.x^hicl
Lows, Tr "-""> decided upon,
(b) Method II

















Dft Dm Nr Gc = - 1
Da Da Dm + W« Nb Nm
The variable may be chosen as the coefficient of the G function
c
(V?). This is th< syste: which has been used as the basis for the
analyses. Tb/-s? locus equations w&rt set ui on tl li -itr"! computer
f-?it! as the variable. Their olots r," r given in sections 2 through
c
tl • " : 'ion of each.
Also included on the loci are plots of constants k and K , The
c v
derivation of K is given ii ; Qdi: E ^aS>. gives an indication of
velocity lag error.
Vnalog compu.ter checl ,; rere made pn some of the systems with both
les \, lag or derivative type compensators. Tapes s < ing J'hr servo
t tit to a step input are included in section 9 along with a dis-
cus: ion F tl ir si gr ' Lc; nc« .
Ten " sic s^sti wer Invest: ed for cc ensation purposes,
o bhes< sy •' vi r Ln : - 11 unst ble, T-jhil< th< other three,
althoug! st ' 1
,
-ere not so to any great egree. other words,
had : al] • for Ji . The b e and order of the ten
is, according bo the four digit code ex ; tied, were
:^S foil01*7$:
1. Cype C. Chj i d oi ler : 0^
-
2. Type 1, Second order- IOC
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s tl erefore used ai criteri f:;ri lysis, ; the re-
:er: cc • •
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<c C^+o) First derivative feedback 30 (a^O)
A /s-t-<X^ First derivative plusc ^
' proportional feedback 30 (as^t )
AaC^+O^ Second derivative fe< 11 cl Ko (a»0)
Second derivative plus
proportional feedback he (a^tO)
Jk . (^-t~°^) Lea.d ov lag network in series
(s+3)(S+4)' with low band pass filter 60
.^ i,S + 5Sta) Lead or lag network in series
*VC
Cs-4- 4} """ with derivative plus
























This group iiffers from al' the remaining groups in that it is a
type zero systei
,
" ich could represent .- speed regulator. It consists
of system 0100, s lice 1 -, diagram of which is shown j ] figure ?-"! . This
systei also differs somr-what fro1 the remaining syste s Ln that the
in of the Gv box was increased to 100 tc insure Instability of the
uncoi sens ted sy tn . Thus the true value of the t- < cl' compensator
woul 1 b( cr< asily recognized.
P. Completely s-rtio 4 '' ctcr; r compensators.
(1) Lead network.
The effect of this compensator is shown in figures ?.-?. and
2-3 for a 4: 1 and a ^.L respectively. Although it is capable of sta-
bilizin bi rst< ,tl r r of J 5 obtainable is very limited. In
I. t! ? Following character] ' .' ---•">-' to the system: (a) Tn-
cressing th< value of the compensator pole tends to extend thf r?nge
of oliv "• ' ' ( S- '' '-" '" i s j i"n effect, increasing the ratio of oole
to zero and is limited in Tactical reso^ct to about 10 tc 1 . fb
)
[tier is minimum valui of computer gain, kcr , necessary in each case
to stabilize the system. Fhes< values are given in table ?-l. In-
crr s ' k bey ' " ' • lu< t nds bi .'. Lcr< s< t! t ; 1 "• •.:' ' it .. (c )
"or a given value of k , the smaller th< value of a_, the larger is
the obtainable ~3 . This will also bend to make ^, smaller,
(?) First derxvativ* fee Iback.
This locus is shewn in figure 2-h (for asO). rhis com-
pensator gives a cc 1 te 1 snge of ol t< Lnable J 's from ztc to one
rid thus gives bh< if i i ' conside] bl Flexibility, For the given










Ln b will i ncr - J crease 60-^ . [ c
1th , he-- x' r, i 1 vel 1 j : ; -' ' ' - : c» between ,lj and .7.
'-
~, Firsi lerivativ lui rtioi 1 [back.
This " : . 1 " Par, the more flexible coi 1 -Ivor investigated.
The loci, with a variable, were similar to the locus of pure f'irr?t
derivative feedback but with increased LO**. Phey arc shown in figure
2-lu This gives ucl wider available bandwidth. In general, in-
creai : g k increases & and decreases 60*. Increasing a increases
6CL and increases J
(h) "£0" compensator.
loci for this compensator are shown in figure 2—. These
loci ar< very si Liar to the first derivative plus pre ortional feed-
back curvei , but ar< ' !t^ !i mor< — verely limited in tl t range of band-
widtl s obtainable . However, any o- may be obtained ) r increasing kc ,
provided the smaller bandwidt! is acceptable.
C. Partially satisfactory compensators.
(1 ) '< twork.
These loci are shown in fj uri s 2-2 and 2-3 for a 5» 1 and
^ lj respectively. The stabilizing ability of these coi ensators,
however
,
is very li ited to values of i not much greater than the co -
bors pole, "or1 example } : L imit oi a in figure 2-2 is
8. " ;
'
r " a »1 ft, the s ,r tern Is completelv unstable. In addition, there
is a minii ui > lue 1 f k whicl must 1" 1 1 t to mak( bhe svstem stable
cr
with other valu< 3 of a. The re pens ' 1 s si is rise severely limited
tc small val r
<J . In general, this is not a very satisfactory
comp< nsator,









(1) -6 as 0).
; ie cc n.d i bi ./• 1 LI ck (i
'
?-£ with j£ 3).











3. II - i i one syst< n with or J notion.
al.
- tei investig falls into thj rou is syst< i
loci c m for this • rstem is illustr 1 e •' in figure 3-1.
Also inc 11 ' li ' Cij u e 3-1 arc ; roots c t s syste .
,
• - in of IOC was selected !"or the uncom ens* < ' system
in Ltioi tUr roots to insure initial instability. Thus
>rimary objectiv< h ~ ; ensating this system; wl ;1 <-
th< 1 Llity to vary th< §* and CO„oi th< stable roots is rlso to be
c onsidered
,
B. C< let • bisfactcry coi cz>.
" bed were com > Ly successful
in stal ] I '" . . A brief analysis of the effects produce
'
'S foll<
(1] snsator X'ri.th i! not equal to zero.
, 2o firs : '. • '
;[•<- edb^cl " ; rs effeci : • c< ensation bl 3o( st< . b only














, 3- [lit iccurs . : 2d bed
e of a, th< roport na ; cc nt of th<
ensator.
,
in rde: EN it t c< in .
;
c c> n >< i sator 's
Lst 1 : i i han linimu k . values of




| b« rs S nd cj n bhai
ble bi " : lesigner throug i sator pehd t i
t - ' :- variable a. If f is i i constant, CJn ,










ant, f a L.O to t ii a.
of 1? s y , wh< re <!f is sh<
1-2.
jo S" - Cl>„ le] end on th< .' k . By in
o c
to infinity, while maintaining a_ constant, ? ill j o <
OX
3 y , or e 1 'eater values of f if a is small. like-
, 6J n
• increa: < • ' M or on the other hand,
it i d ling on th< of a used.
bi r.
,
'. re i i ion is obt< use "^0" 'f x -
-
- stabil t ' ic svsi us<
of this r a "Hoi of f] :i-




curs for eve] cf
Values of k , -which
c ' cr cr'
listed in table 3-1.
i. comparison of figures 3-2 and 3-3 reveals the sj Llarity
1 sec Ions o' root loci. Thus it is r
hat tl fie: provided by this co bor
ot v r f rent from thj ed by tl e "30" co oen
all diff< rence ecu ] : th ' 'act
b the ! has I explained in










compel "! isfactor . Diis is Sue to
botl two re; iding the system. In thr






a In t emai ; y, 2 i -• inf M
k is within lues.
ission of ' > ipensators win bo conducted in-
dividu ' r below e
(1 ) [ work .
.lie lag network can be usi ' t ensating the 38OO sy ; .
It definitely will Lnduc< Lty. However, th< 1 ' ility obtained




_!i and 3-5 for a > 1 and h respectively,
1< network stabilizes : • ~ ; • net excee 3 z
ui er Limit. his u er 1 Lt is h< : a - uses the root
1
:us to 1 ymtotic to Vcj i ry axis. If a is less bi 'is
limiting v< Lue, stability is tioi as ur< unl ' Ls ater bhan a
'
c





It is also - ' : I ' i tires 3-ij " ~ : th ' bhe pre-
dominating sections of th oot loc:i not vai be any great
nt as a ci s. In ddition, bhesi I d s of root
ate or; a (
. ,
the designer must not
Lbility foi me< ' ; ig ' cifications by varying
r k if this bor is use I.
_
c
- § prov: b'^is cc : or
. cour: "• uf s of
Ler than tfn s - ' • b ecreae k .
c
by vai f . ir ^ ' ro to the i : turn
'
' W)n be oithe] '-• cr< '•<--











i r, for ' U ' ' I ' 1 -
:'
.
)pr?r to 1 ':- r
bhe 1< and I? n< t^orks. ' - ures "-!'
and 3-5> j the root loci of th< ci nsators sip " f tit each othrr.
is the fie: Lbility available to the designer is approximately the
oi ver, ere is ad < re; ect to the r nge of
for wl i.ch the lend network will cause stability to occur.
"
''•
i bwork '' to zero, st 1 1 ' : by in
ci ensated ] not occur. For all other values of •
this cc roduce vided the comp< 's
-j q j j | cr '






-. ivenes? oJ bh( com is< bor is more so
ited t; • I '-0 just " ' I: cussed. I '• Si ^
to the fact that ' Lctions en a znd. k , for babil: . \ n ore
stringent.




bisfj I. Fir£ . i ist not
'
:
; on is ' k
c
us b be • :
'
, in Lgure 3-6, ' ' its lepend en t:- r
valui 11 een th< lecre; .
k for 1 i Investigated are 1
!'.'
i | ] LIizj -











e predc I r. root locus. : bj





in the range of r'.' to P. 7 1 " : k from k (minj 1 Lt)
to the ma: Lmu 1j it.
('i
N Second derivativ< 5ritl proportional E"e< Iback.
h< Cfectiveness this c< sator is strongly infl •
-'..-.






"! value bhi; Is i oor
cc bor: 1 ; . fo: be: : ' critic;"1 the cc ensator's effect-
iveness is " : il ti t of otl , : all =tj : pc'tory cc "m-
rs.
root loci of ire 3-7 ;- w thi Li " ice of ; on this
isator's • ". i to stabilize a 1 . or ? b< sei :ta-
not occui eater than aero but lei
bl l th< : . c • 1 i ' ' ' " ' occur althcugl ly to s n ]
r
,
' owever, ^or a reater th; critical . t! ii c< m tsator is
of rovidin ,•.-.;-• _ critical ~" ^ u c '
^_
"or
I4. system 1 - \ be lie betw b . For I ] v; 1 u s oJ i
i
! ero, stsl L"r t "t 1 occurs if k is b< bl um,
c
1. .--'.




-rrious values of s ;
cr cr —
list< ' In tal 1« 3-1.
I lcyibilii rovided 1 'is
cc bor is st] gly enc< Lso. "or - ' - - ' the
critic.
. 1 this t
'
orth is vei to a 1; ck of flexi-
bility.
,
for < '' •' lexibilit;
is . ] r to th I ' ompi nsator. . cas<




















I ui - x! ! 3
3-X6

fired, small v Lu< .
bisfactor • vs.
effectiveness of two of the compensators investij -ted is
pletely unsatisfactory. Phesi two c ensators consist of the
first derivative and second derivative feedback. [he roct loci
si owing their pf^ect rrr shown in figures 3-2 and 3-7 ;r'or a equal
to zero.
3 . Normalization.
Methods by which the root loci plotted in figures 3-2 to 3-7
may 1 r correlated witb t! o < of any Group III system have not been



























3 1-.389 1.1.73 20.000 0.1i50






















h. Group III - type one systi rith second order rotor function and
one excess z^ro in G-.
.
A. General.
System lljOO is the only system in Group III wi .-; o< was investi-
gated. The bloc 1' diagram and the. unconrf nsated roots of this system
are shown in figure h-1.
It is significant to noV that the tasic system has cn> r real,
stable roots. Therefore, the express our^cs^ for corroen sating this
system is to relocate these roots in the negative half of the cor^Iry
plane. In view cf this purpose, the flexibility that the compensator
provides the designer will V piven considerable attr ntion in the
brief analysis tt ; ich is to be conducted below.
P. Completely satisfactory compensators.
Four of the co: ipe nsators investigated are considered to be com-
pletely satisfactory in compensating the llj.00 system. This is not
eant to im "- that these four are tetter than that compensator which
is considered to be only partially satisfactory; but tc the contrary,
it oni' r indicates that for each compensator two conditions are met.
These conditions ar* :
1, stabilization is ^osr-ible for any value- of a used
2. stabilization always occurs Then k is greater than k
«j c cr
!
! owever, in some cases k is because of the fact that the entire
root locus lies to the left of the imaginary axis.
because of its effect on stability, the value of kcr is of in-
terests By definition k is t'^e minimum compensator rain, kc ,
possible that a stable system have. The values that kcr assumes
lepends en a Therefore, thes^ values ' lcn.ri ; with their corresponding





- co nsators i ir effect on
basic sysi rid consequ* 11 r in thei: ffectiveness. Therefore,
In view ' bheir individuality, eac will bi lefly "iscuss^d beloT ".
(1 ) lag network .
The effectiveness of the 1-, bw rk in compensating the
Group III systems 3 ears to exceed that of any other coi pensator
bigal
.
.' ; < primary reason for this is the exceptional flexi-
bility that it orovides th< ". First of all, this system is
stable regardless of the value of a or k-j consequently, there is
r briction on tl • ' w ' c'~i can be assumed by either a or kc .
In addition, the shape and orientation of the nominating section of
co lex root loci is i lite favorable, particularly for system
DjIO. !'S s! ""' by the root loc: of figure h-2, b] " co -
irves are ni - >,n
; vertical, str- -'• ght a I capable of being r crr 6.
to intersect air; dace along thf n< bive real axis which is less
than s equal -?'. Obviously this would Drovide near! - unlimited
flexibility in allowing the designer to choose from a wide range of
and CO?*
. On the other ' I, the ro ct loci of system lb2Q as
wn In " " i 1-2 arc: net endowed with quite as many of the fa-
vorable characteristics as was llilO, but nevertheless, it still pro-
vides 3 larg< legree of flexibility.
To 1 " that the extent tc uhich ? an ;. c*j^ may b< varied has
bee- a- b<
, it is Iso of in I
:
erve 1 • this variation
bi • ceo lished u; kc and a In particular, for either the lUlC





; Hi ' olding - c.o^r tant, <: Ln reasing a whil< to! ii g kc constant.
etl od causes ^T to vary from : small v Lue (which in it-






n on in S* • i-se, LO^ a b< varj I >ly by
,
a„
[n view of the fret tl • ' < < -zero cane ! U bion has occurred
in sjstem LlilO, it seems at first glance that the a licable root leci
plots should be considered to represent only a special case. However,
this observation, the significance of figure \\-2 is still
the pole of the cc n .•- :r -'C had been less than that of
the otor unction (this latter pole causrs the zero of thr root locus)
v resulting root loci would be similar in s iearance to t^ose
of figure h-2. Thais this figur< dors represent to sere extent the
root loci [*oi ' case er( the compensator's cle is less than that
of the otor function.
( 2 ) ' ! 60 ' ' co: pen sator
.
P < eff ctiveness oj tl i :;'': co isator is much less than
f the 1 twork. s shown in figure '•-' . except for k
c
equal
to infinity a is 0, this co en ; ' r. re ardless of thr: values of
a or k
c ,
does rot cause instability^ y<-t } at the same time it doos
not provi < Pave ?b] nexibj ity in th< choic< of root locations.
^ avi ilable is




. hen a 3 0, ^ can not pet
'
. tl n Lnirrru whj ch j es1 al lished 1 th* cc -^ ex root
locus. (Tl ij ?* can be ascertained to be cos IT , where
$f is line from the origin, tangent to the co. pie:
root locus curve, ' tith the n ; bive real axis). Thus for a
ougl is not oossiblf to locate roots such that their £*
\b to O.fi rang< , hicl lefj H ly is not








I kc . evicus] itioned ^




c 0. sjever, for ' ' 20 or, ore so than others, any
c in ^ causes r correspond! , in CJM . in narticul
!. is 1 qual to 0, 6J* decreases to as ? approach* s 0, On the
oth or j tot 1 u< ] tc 0, ? can only be v< rie ' from its mini-
lui .<: ] 1 Increasing k . likexidse, as was the case when a
I 0, 6J n is I endent en the variation of ^ .for this
alf , and will decre< >e as ^ decreases.
(3 ) !,30" c 1 'or a not e ual to 0.
ffectiveness of the combination of :r irst ierivative
nd oroportional ?^ r Lback ("30" compensator with a not equal to 0),
•-' Lli b b! that of the 1 •- n* tworl
,
is still so me ,; at better
thai that of the "60" compensator. The 'avorable aspect for t u is
co tor as shovn in figure ! -£, is ' act that there is no
li) Lta1 laced on the values of J* obtainable. Its unfavorable
aspects ar< the s all range of CO n wl ich i: : available for <T in the
V ' , ' : : , imitatio laced on k by the necessity for
bility. this com 11 ator 1 . '" i Lize the system re-
lless 1 lue of : t "or a equal to 0). it can only
io so if 1: is - : ' bhi n ~^ r lower li] its, kcr , wl ich are listed




Us: ' ; bor, roots having various combinations
"
" f con 1 selected ull var ing the variables
pnd a. In 'ticular. <? m?.1 be vari< ither of twe ' ivs:
incr gk
(






remains ci bant. " eth LI cau^e ? ti to
n the cunt of '.: applied io k ; ' - v
V-< 1; tt< i " thod . i I wn 1 ; the constant !
f
.
b urs Ln figure U-5
only iroduces s iall changes in T . Likewise, in the case of 6<J n
cl an ;es will occur when f increa: a is held constant, or in
other T-"or ".3 •' en k_ only is increased.
(!j) »50" co >ensator,
fls shown in figure U-6, th< '"'< ct ci' bhe "5>0" compensator
on the iri III system is very similar to that of the "30 11 co -
pensator. Except :r o:" iiffer nces in the values of k as listed in
cr
i al 1 e !'-!. th< stability requirements ; re the s e . Likewise, the
flexibility provided by t es< twe comp< t: tors is cuite similar.
Therefore, because the difference between the • Ffectiveness of these
Wo compensators is insignificant, further liscussion of the "5>0"
compensator is unwarranted.
C, Partially satisfactory compensators.
one o r ' th< compensators investigated - the lead network-
is considered to be oartially satisfactory. Primarily this implies
b tK e stability o r' t! e co' ensated systems de sends not only on
low I its, k .as was bh< cas< J 'or the "30" and "£0"
cc bors, but "so on upoer gain limits and s. In addition the
above also implies t' at the flexibility provided by this compensator
oi e so " mite bh """"r ' : ose considered to be completely satis-
c bory.
vi rtheless, a co: arison of . \xi s h-2 and L-3 reveals that
• "tor tc 1 1 Lnto acc< un1 hen con-
ctiveness o- r ' bhe lead networl . Fhis factor is the











( r bo It! ! oci of f j '• \T( ' -?
for t'"i : ' b LTi1 . I values of a and k ex-
k
c
equal ti ' Lnit ' i n equal 5. herefore, the e ffect
of : ' oc is-?tor i! ' : ! bi that of 1 I e-t: oi V. and actual ^y
;,':< root 1 err of the "^-^-rv supplement t! osf i : ' b! latter. On thr
other l ' " .
.
" bio j i 1, then the root loci of
re i-2 " 1 : ' ' dtations on bal i!i1 are err com V-
.
In t! U case , if a. Ls 0, instal LI: b: for values of k
greater than k but if a is n< largi the mt nitu le of tl e
cr y —
comp< bor's r-.c"1 c (a eoual •' • tl ; n three for the 1L20







,;r two sets of root "'oci are
suppl( i nt r . fowever, if ? Is ucl" m; 11 3 ,] tl t '^ r , stability
will be- acouiri nl ' k j brict< bo values b? tweei bh< u] er
low-r ' bs. '"• Mmits nre lj bed in table L|.-l
.
T. Co)" letely ui >< '" actor cc boi .
.: rr , r
,- jfa ( Qr - . n --'-,.- - - . V r ' "- b< Fo this roup ar? con-
sidered tc b< co letel unsatisfactor in view of the 'act tl at the
caus< :! ' b occur in t! 1 Lc . these are the
folio 1 ! -
(1) first lj Lvativ ' - Iback - effect sh( by root loci
ur<
(2) secoi U ' '
'""
eedback - 3t si - 1 root loci
(3 ) coml of second privative and bion; 1 r <~ r i-
• cl - r>.ct show ' r root 1< ci ' ' nre ' — ".
~
' ^ r
. . yp 0XJlS
-f
rc b.-6 and li-7 that first






+/•, c< se • rooorticnal '• baci 3 also j tclude .
.
i t ii ossible !
'
t: • ] c tt, if large
'
.,
to c ' ' ' i "' Icmj n- b< - • effect and tl ereby
i ct of the second derivative c r ~ cnent. fTovever,
i this is the c se, the conpcr 3tj hould b« con: erei to consist
of roportic d! eedbacl only T>jhic! Ls not of ; ntere st here in view
ict tl I "
'
: lerel chang< : \ In of the o en loop function,
alizatie .
Because inv bigatic - • - ' to nl ' syste for t
xcv -•, Lt Ls not OS; i.ble bo Iraw : ni icant conclusions with
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f. Group IV - t pe one i ' It second order Motor function and
zero excess poles in Or, .
. Gen ral
.
Three of t'm investigated fall into this group, T!"iey are
systems 1000, 1200 and 10r>n. igures ?-l, 5-2 and ^-3 illustrate the
block liagram of these systems respectively. Also shewn in these
["igures are +>r: roots of the uncon ensated systems, Two of the systems
are itsble: whereas, the 1300 system i i unstable. Therefore, the use
pr co oensation for bhe 1000 and 1?00 systems is strictly "cr the
purpose of relocating th< roots to "err desirable ositions. On th<
other h n 1 because the 1300 system is initial ""y unstable, the comrirn-
sc tor will be used to stabilize this system. ' e v< r L/" i f ss, in each
of bhese three system; the effect of the compensator is sufficiently
Liar so th ; t analysis of the group in genera] is warranted.
P. Completely satisfactory co 'tors.
Only three of the comnensators investigated were completely
satisfactory in producing stability or improving stability. Because
one of these compensated systems
, 1330, is more analogous to systems
1030 and 1230, whose compensation is considered to be only partially
tisfactcry, liscussion of it will be deferred until later. The
oth' 1 two ccr ensatcrs will be briefly anal rzed below,
(1) Laj network.
s compensator is quite' effective in providing a favorable
Lation in the roots of the 1 ' >. It lends considerable flexi-
bility in that .: wide range of combinations of the v- lues of C
and uJy, is made available,
root loci for the compensated • stems are shown in








"10" cc ' c a greater ' '
1; hi i figures £-7 to £-9 i 1 ' the "20" co nsstor for a
The reason that the effect of the "10" and "20" las ccm-
liffi i i; lut to the magnitude of th< ] e of G
c
. For the
"10" lag network the compensator's pole cruses pole-zero cancellation
to occur uith b! motor function's polej herea , for the "20" lag
net -r } - the coi ensator's pole is gn ' tn bl an that of t^e nctor




made lei bl at of GL then
the root loci obtained would hav< Liar tc tl ose plotted in
ares ' -I bo £-6.
p
- use of this compensator the stability may be brought 'bout
in s basic 7 lv unstable systei sue! r ' : "• root loci of f :; ; -
s
'''-''
and r -°<, rovi it ! " is lade 1 dough, s1 '- 1 id it - will
occur ' every v >ue of a_a v? Lu< s of k
c ,
or k ,
depend- tc sc:ie extent en t^r value of s. used end are listed in table
5-1.
1 or both the unstable and stable basic system, lap- network
co pe-nsation allows the de igner mucl latitude in meeting design
specifications, bher the oole of the compensator is larger or
p - n that of bl e i otor function, good flexibility will Per-
sist, he flexil Llity provid< ' 1 the '10" lag network is
somei hat moi extensiv i th< t i bh< '
For svstems compen L by either of the 1. tw rk corc-
-stors the possible variation in f id 6J r is extensive. De-
riding on t 'v bher or not t ! ] sic - bi - : <
, f ay be
:
•- or zero to d ; ; Lncr< ain
















I \>r ^ is more' s< par-
£* CJ Ci Increased




. In contrast, for tl
this ! £- , —
-r'i" ze T" large tc ns< bor ^or
ran g<
':. \ e
•y re* i - te
] 000, 12 L30C
correlation is ii th' tifi-
roots of the unco] bens. This
Ltj i is s" oi be 3 : ' -• ac '
'
ber
en : >~ stabl asic sysl bwem l\ er of tl




s corn i is all three rt]
on to t i oes exist - t! e root loci for
• f kJ h to
I < Ld 1
t/ion in the root n cci ioes net occur
among tl c 1 < s
and zer bl Gu fund oot loci ost
: of pol I r of zeros and
net so I us this fact





loci. This is bl • fact bhat for the "20" ci pens< .or, corrc s ,,ce
values of ^ o Also not w< s th< fact that
!' ;..,
•
c a i aal to zero, ent - bh< n< ga-
tive real axis "
"
( bw< eros c s t! r
poles ; the motor function. T! as, based on bl ese facts it is ccn-
ceivablf that incr>
;
or decreasing the tistance W 4 "< rn tl
zeros by some factor vill also cause b] e root loci entrance point
to move by the me fad . uc^ a cl n ' in the rcct loci would be
lect< 1 • ' decrease or increase 03^ for large values c r ^
To n cert; In le ree t'- ' - ii p"1 : ' thai n ization cf this cc -
••. r
r^ is possil le by ] ci lerii | the difference in
the )oles and zrros of t! e otoi
(; } "
; )" cc ensator.
Of the 1 in Group IV whicb ar< cc ider
to be c Letelv latisfacl ry, this on< , by far, appears to b^ b
st effective, onlv is it highly capable of producing stabi-
lity, but nls ;: provides r c tional fie-' ' ' ' t" tc the !r "iyner
in allowing ' ] x - select roots having • wj le r?ng< of values rf ^T
and U3 n , [he root loci cf i '-10 is ? rood ex r n <- r this com-
pensator's al t to si bilize syE e . In th ion
occurs almost immediate! k_ apprcxj -x for each
;
' cf a. if',': .: v; 'ues of v are listed in tabic rr -i
.
- flexib this
compensator, a wide choice in T and 0Jr» is available trough vari-
ation of k 3 indicated in figures "5-10 to 5-12 any desired
value of S* raj bl uncompe: rstem, or for
system 1060, to ] may bi obtained by kc from 0, or k ,






















be obtained 1 - . .~ ' U) n ; s \
'
by that obtainable for a equ ] bo .
lth the effect oJ rtsator on bhree - st<
; 1 r, there are. some minor i ences which shoul
noted. On Ls thi ct that ti. " ;' fhen a equals 0,
bhi ' it s, ^or bl 1060 s; b( , Kv is - al ev ey-
re to 100, hil< "' bl ' 126( nd I360 syst< 1 : Kv ls 7^ nd
ctii ely. ' "he onl other dif 1 - 'Jn of < nti onj
is "t ' ' of correl< bion In both tl in con ours bl <• root loci






" th< fact ; ' ' 1 ate] lacl of corr<= sp ence
v d e( - bable c nd unsl : ' ' • betvn 4 ' r
stable on s, : is difference is a fu n of th; ' 1 1 - : > n bl loi i-
! Lng co 1« oots of the uncc 1 £ . , it
is sij Leant to note tl Lent correspondence did occur for
v lui c a u : ' b 3 rid of ^* -'cm "to about O.U.
C. Parti satisfactor ensators,
of th? compensators v gal I are consj '
rtialJ sal Lsfactory in compel '0 <
or
'
ons. 'irsl t that 1 compensator
babil i L value: of s_, 1
:..:.''- sa.tj he of a is c
occi vY 'ri thin tl i values listed ii babl< "-"!
.
c
>-v er, base ;
' no 1( u :
compensators ' bion because neither of t^e above
reasons a ply. Nevertheless, this system h< bren inch • : ' Ls




A brief discussion of the effect of these thre< cc ensators
the three basic s. items Pol l.o r .
(1) lean network.
Over all , the effectiveness of the lea : network is consid-
erably less '' that of the two previ< lsI • li: ussed in part <B)
abov< . ' Lie Lt does provi U compens; .'• i
,
thf effectiv< • ss r r> t' is
coiw ( . ;.cn is . ot too favorable and in some cr ses letrimental to the
stability of a brsic.-"1 " - stable syst . D idition the fleyibj i.ty
of this cc ensator is sc - rl at restricted, ••' id also reduces its
effectiveness,
rimarily, th ef ectiveness of this compensator v ends
on two factors: thi size of the compel tor's pole and the relativi
sise of its zero with respect tc this oli . If 1' e •:/' e of the com-
sator i '• c than that of the . otor functii n then this coi )en-
sator will cause instal Llity to occur "or a equal to as sh ewn in
figures ?-7 c iid r"- r'. At the ss e time i 1" a is greater than 0, in-
' o ay not occur U ling on its relative size "ith
ect be I ' r co i r tor 's iole, ecif i ally, as. shown in figur? s
£-7 and C'-P s1 bi' Lty ' ; • i: t; "•" a si g t. r ater than 2
cl is si i bei t • i one-halJ the sisr of the compensator's
pole. It is of interest '. 1 ote 1 ere b at ever if instabj •'•
docs occur as a result of this co: :, r further increase in
gain is all that is necessary tc again render the systei stable.
on i' : ' other hand, for the case uhere the coi pensator's pole is
to or less tl I at of the motor .unction, the les network
vri.ii only cruse instability to occur when k c is equal to infinity
as shown in figures ^-h and t-- c?.









unci b ' ; itable or unstable.
Igures '-'' and £-7 illustr bi bhis c tor's ect on a s- r-^
Is basicall - m • ' ' < . "rr '' Dt loci one .' ht r< lily
conclude bhat it is rot Dossil "' t to ci b< an unstable syste
this err ensator x-Tith a eoual to 0. . owever, for stifficient
v Lu< c gain, ci ' on loes render the system stable when s
ioes not equal 0.
One of the ractors wl 'r- 1 ' 1 letracts frcn the effectivenes r
the lead network is the limitations laced or- tht variables a and k
c
by
necc 5 Lty for stability, he : ng< of combinations of ^ and ^O v\
)j " ] :• I - (election oi ro< '< ends rj tsrily or •- and !: . In
rticular <T can 1 . scr< i : ' by decre sing k
c
and maintaining a con-
;
' nt or 1 • inci e; sin w and holding k constant provided tl < mean value
of k is small (less than 0.1 for figure £-1 ). However, if the m< an
c '
value of k in ^^vr (about 2.0 for fn— e r-T \ then the effects of
varyin i\ and v p --c 1^ J be just the oppo: 'to.
Other " -' the fact that t! - l< d] ting complex roots of the
unco Den bed sysi an t bh( : e, there is only one significant
'•'' bhe c bed bems ' root loci. his lifference
bhe fact ' ' l : > K for the r_ •" 1 to root locus, althougl 3
b, Ls \\ ^rent ' <-,r i sc! rst< i. rt! eles , in spite o r these
difference! coi es ,f ic betweei th< root loci of the three com-
be ;•
'
- excellent fo] other thj i small values of ^ . ow-
ever, thj " ; L1 §* for od correspondence de ends on a.
(2 ) --C' ci • : o] It! r_ }ual to 0.
•
]
• - tiv nd roportional feedback Lgnalj
togi '' loes ( I Ltute i 'fective c • bion, but bl Ls cc
i ci b< tl i roportional .] ' t the fi] s ' U riv; 1 ive
5-19

ect is due bi 1 "• >ortion* " . rirst 1tt-'—'- '^>
r1 of the J I i . "i s E>-1' to ^.-' "< pffect of
using t! : r type c r compensation on bo1 : !.< unstable basic
bems. It is re ' ! ." r • ent fro? ' • < root 1 oc tl b as a in-
creases the usefulness of the coi . ato3 jves Iso. he reason
for this is more • ••-,-,:- [f :. : '< Involved.
i i metl od I c:r section 1, ts r expres ' c prnsated o r




(assu ing V = £**-) i
S + b
°c °u (Stb) + k,CS+aXS + c)
com tor 3 = k LaLzW
c c 1
rher< ore, as c • to inf: aity
O
c u kcCS+aXS+c) k c G,
t' Lcb means that, ~ii.th a r< luction in gain, th o root locus of t^e
compensated syste.i ape-roaches ap inherently stable system as the
proportional cot on< it >roac! ei infinity,
ue to the lominate Influence of a, i le bo wonder
j '-r value of u s fjrsi: le ' \ bive co nt at all. ^ °
ansver is none, unless one ' :•'.' i • re] '• bin; bv, i 1 r sio. roots
st ^ and Ct)y) are less: this c pensator
LE Eul.
e r b ] ici of tl < 1030, n 2; nd 133 nr
ly in just n ects. One of tl 'act th; t
inati ng c lex n t le mci : i iter are iif-
b: tl is the fact that the K F< ] : bhree root loci
2 • j ;ua* be are quite lif ' it. Tut in snit ' e bvrc









ml ] vs.] s of ^* .
(3) ;,^0" coi ' .r,
fiki bhi compensator just previously discussed, this com-
bo: ' ictivem ss is also 5 ] Lly a function of a. As a
ses bhe limiting gain of the stable :
,
kcr end Kv , both
increase. This effect is clearly sh n b; the gain contours and
Ij Lting values of k
c
and Kv in figures 5-16 to 5-l£ and table
5-1.
In addition, the limited amount of flexibility which is
inherent in this compens; bor : ; : also si Liar to that for the "30"
tor (for a not eoual to 0). Unless very si all values of k
— c
are used only values of *\ and 60^ smaller than those for the basic
• be obtained, For the cas< rhere the uncompensated syste
this is v ue for all lues of kc . But in the situation
her* the uncompens; b< system is stable, use of a vei £ all k will
produce roots of comparable £0y> but smaller ^ than that of the
yst'er
.
For the stable section of the root i oci of systems 1050
there ioes not <-- i ' ' r significant iifferences par-
ticular! for k_ large, urev^r, there is considerable difference
noted bi bwee. i the root I ocj of the stable an instabl ystems. This
f ', of course, '•• purely a result of tu o d: fences in the
lo< b : bhe unci • isat< ' 1c : n bj com le x i
D, o pletel im i bisfactory compensators,
b! i ensato] Investigated arc completely unsatis-
factory, : .i . hie to bh< fact bl 1 rail to compensate the
basic system in an . Ches' C( • tors are:












s< ic on ? derivative fei - ect shown in figur
r
'-l" to $-?!.
?, second derivative with proportional 'ei b< ck ("IjO"
compensator with a not ual to 0) - effect ;
figures L'-l^ to c'-°''.
In view c:r +' e Llure of thes* ( rs to stabilize, further
discussion of then is not warrant? '.
I . [on al ization.
In view of the fact that throe systems were included in thi roup.
s deeper Insight into the roblem of normalization of root loci is
possible . ciAiclly, normalization ' been ii lei ented to ;.cme extent
by virtue of the fact tl at the; e ti e ' i v< 1 ,r v grouped to-
gether. This fact i lie: bl ' any other typ< - . servo system
having a second order i otor function ay also b< included in this




































































































6. Group V - type oik system with second order motor function and
one excess role in G-u.
A. General.
Two of the systems investigated fall into this group. They are
1100 and 1500 svstems. The component functions for these systems
were selected so as to represent physical components which would be
found in a practical serve system. Figures 6-1 and 6-2 illustrate
the block diagram for these systems respectively.
Mao shown in figures 6-1 and 6-2 arc the locations of the roots
of the basic systems* The gain of each system has leer adjusted to
r ake it unstable in order that a more thorough evaluation of each
compensator's competency may br male. Thus, for these systems the
primary objective of coi pensation is stabilization: whereas, the se-
condary objective is th( orovision of incre. 1 xibility in the
choice of root location.
An e nination of figures 6-3 to 6-13 indicates that much simi-
larity exists between corresponding root loci of the two compensated
ystems. This fact is especially true for the oredominating sections
of bhe root loci. Therefore, bee u 1 of this similarity and in the
interest o^ simplicity, the analysis of the effects of a. particular
compensator will b r made by con idering both systems simultaneously
and r< serving further comment for any significant lifference which
> exist between them until later,
?, Com 1 1 bi 1 ;ati: factory compensators,
Phree of bh< compensators Investigated . • n >( coi pletely satis-
factory compensation. This toes not necessarily su < t that they ar€
to ! consi lered as the best coi pensators - its sole meaning is that
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bhe corny bed . . This ' I t the cc < ' 's
','",''
I • tl • n '. .'. i n, 1 . [hi Sf v; lues of k ,
7 c 7 cr x
''•
• bh tl en: r 's zero,, a, are list< I in table S-l,




This compensator is quite ctiv< • I : an un-
'
.
It not only has I • abilit to stabilize s system but




by of this compfn I ? t stal :' "i.?. r can res ~'-^' r b(
confirmed by referring tc the root loci •' - i igur i
for s gr< • ' r than 1,0, Also figures 6-5> and 6-~( foi a greatei
1
show th • f 'ect of this cc pensato: • ;''>'>..*,. c
pole,
• g root locj al; Lv< od Indication of the flexi-
bility ' Lcl is railal ' ' t'Tru r ;' - ^se o : '/• co . < ns- '•< . Fy < i
'• and a, various values of ^ and CO^ may b( obtaj < . ar-
ticular, some methods by Lch ? be incre* r ' . of: (1
incr< gk while maintaining a constant, or (2) increasing a
while '. : Lning k cons;- it, PI ethod will cause ^ to
vary froi to 1,0, whereas, the latter gives a more limit* 1 variation.
'.
,
; '"-- most obvious etl 60* i "to ase
a while maintain: ' cnsl nt, ' us 1 an; < f b! al ove
— c
methods i coml ' ; Lons thereof-, desirable values of v and CO* may
be ol bained.
Nevertheless, there are l.j its which ust b< cc














components required, ; Lted in mai riitu ; at o.1 bhe lag net-
work 's pol . On b i otl er rid. k„ ' t b< limited for
different reason?. If Lesi uir nts : eciJ snail, stea >
state velocity lag error, then K would be Ijj it< I tc la r r values.
s b imitation could reduce the a: imum ^ available or in
extreme cases nullify the stabili: Lng i '• set of this compensator.
co arison ' i ures 6-3 and 6-lj reveals t! ( eristance
of some differences in the root loci. The primary source of thes
differences is the fact that the roots e the two basic systems are




j bh( shs r - e^ the predomin; ! Lng section of the co le: root
loci, • lifferences in th exient lu)^ c] s as a ^i'<s. " ese
differences increase with a. Nevertheless, the I 1 ' arks previously
made concerning the trends of <f and LOf> when v- u ; k„ and
still a >i. .. to prc : i system,
(?) "30" compensator with a not equal to 0.
e lation by fee ling bad s combination first derivatj
and proportional " ' al {"JO"' compensator with n not ecus] to 0) h
i Ffectively com ensate - 1 ,; not as t ^ 11 as th( lag network - tl e
systems in tw ; i • i 1 aces Lty and increases tl e i"1 exi-
: Llitj available for root relocation. '< 'lexil Hit;1 provided by
this cc bor, as readily ] by tl oot loci oi figures 6-7
and 6-f for systems 1130 and l r'?C res ectively, permits tl ? ' s
a relatively wide selection of ^ and U)^ that can be acquire
variation in k and a. Using this cc r, desired values of ^
may be obtained either by increasing k above k J jtoith a constant
or by increasing a while lc
c ± s maintained constant. The former







la.tte: eth less varia ti en. Likewise , s iesiraMe increa se





Li bher ^ •: ". k constant or decreasing
k t-7] 'b'"' r constant.
' c —
i ly two differences have been not< i between the root loci
of the 1130 and 15»3G s b< s, and bhes< are relatively small. The
most significant ^ r ' bb.< se differences it the fact that the simi-
ity between t - 3 lominating sections of <- :. c' 1 system's root loci
For v Lues of *§* less than 0.2; whereas, the similarity
J • very ood for - • " - s cf ^ :';i" r ''t<: r than 0.2. The other difference
was th« fact t! ?t the root 1 oci o^ the 15>3C r stc=m contains two com-
le: sections. Nevertheless, l.he additional effect of this second
secti ; k
. :1 ij •.* 1 1 e
.
(~ ) -rv' C05 p( nsator.
Ml - this cc ' ensator 'loes provide satisfactory com-*
pens; ' of the s~ r '' - s, it is not as effective r n the twe just
previi si li ussed T ile it ioes rovide the sai e degree of sta-
ity flexibility provided is consideral ' r reduced. In particular,
the possible values of ^ available and the methods of ob'taii Lng its
t rougl use of the "3>0 n compensator arc- quite limited. As
: Lgures 6-9 and 6-10, variation in CJn by changing a alone
is very s all however, (jj n may b increased significantly by in-
k while maintain a consts tt. Put increasing k
c
^rom
k 1( aint ' a constaj t will also cause ^ to varv from
cr ' —
to 1 lependinj on tl - ? [nitude of kc . ''us, because of the r c -
Lons usually laced c the selectior • $* , bh< : ^ LI :' ' :.t-. r
is alsc re strict*
.








similarity. The cnlv simiific* nt difference lies in the fact that
roots of thi two uncompensated systems differ in number and lo-
cation. This causes the root loci having the largest number of >oles
and zeros to be more complicated, but ret too much with respect to the
predominating sect:i on o^ complex root loci. Therefore, these oer-
ticular sections show close correspondence in al 1 respect-.
C. Partially stable compensators.
Two of the co' pensators investigate I are con idered to be on"1
partial n v satisfactory in compensating the system. This is due to
the fact that they do not stabilize an unstable system for every
value o '' a. In one case stability is realized oryLy for values of
a greater than zero: in the other case, stability occurs only for
low values of a. A or< ietailed liscussion of these compensators
follows.
p ) lead network .
The effectiveness of the lead network in comoensatinj tK is
servo system is considerably li! ited. It will not stabilize for all
values of a. In addition, when it does succeed in stabilizing the
basic system, the flexibility which it provides the designer, while
so lewhat similar to that of the lag network, is more restricted.
As shown in figures 6-3 to 6-6, the criterion which seems
to determine this compensator's ability to stabilize is the size of
a. all the cases investigated, except the one shown in figure 6-h,
the compensator io< s not stabilize the system when a equals 0, In
the case wher< stability dees occur .for a € u< 1 to (shown in figure
6-h) it is only Lnal, and therefore, it is not a good compensator.
'ore-over, even thou ;] bl e value of • is '• ' ly selected, sta-




in tal 1 5-1.
The Flexibility provided by this cc tor, T ?hile somewhat
ilar to that of thf lag network, sctuall seems to su plei ent it.
'" Is can be observed by cor' arj - the effect of both compensators cv
the root loci of any one of figures 6-3 to 6-6. Not only is there a
lack of s radical transition between the root loci of the two dif-
ferently compensated systems, but also the values of On available
using one compensator supplements those available using the other;
and yet, the method of varying C0n is similar for both, Also similar
are the methods and extent of variation of ^ . This can be varied
from to "• bv increasing k above k while maintaining a constant,
c cr — '
or it can be varied to a lesser extent by increasing a. while main-
taining k constart.
c
The only difference between the effect of the lead net-
work on the two basic systems can be attributed to the small dif-
ference in their uncompensated root location. For S* greater than
approximately t 3 there is no significant difference, but for a ^*
less than this the &J* available in system 1120 is slightly less
bhan that available in system 1^20.
(2 ) "60" compensator.
The effectiveness of the "60" compensator, depending on
the value of a used, can be either fair or poor. This is due to the
fact that "'imitations placed on both stability and flexibility depend
on a. As shown in figures 6-11 and 6-12, for a not greater than 1,
the general characteristics are: stability occurs for a equal to 1
or less, aid values of ^* from ^ to 1 are available, and a reasonable
variation Ln U)r\ is possible. However, for a greater than 1 the










<f* are no1 avail al Le, of &-)„ i.s restricts '.
"
. ioi : en or can 1 ' ' by- div
in : . b rts - ; bi r bhsn ] n< '..- : 1.
If . not r< ber then n bl : ; < on] ens; bo e net only ca-
. 1 li :-' sta.bilize.ing but Iso has • nabl< le rei of flexibility.
Provj ' 3 k of the co" ensatcr is greater than the - rooriate value
of k _ listed in table 6-1, the "60" coinpensator Td.1] stabilize the
roup V system. flowever, "cr k large (approximately 10 for the
c s< s investi '/d) the stal ility becoi es only marginal when g is
set to 0. h< Hexii Llity avail : 1 « i ,; : vorable in thpt all -r-"1 ----
of ^ r'vc ,; n to 1 are ossible r or • particular v.- ].uc of a when
k Ls varie 3 u ward V k : while, s smaller rang* of increase in
c cr '
^* is os: Lble bv increasing 3 as k is maintained constant. \lso
— c
bii ' a, particular] ritb ^ in tl r O.ij to 0*7 range,
ives reaScnablt selection of values of CO^ . Increases in US)
„
can i ol '• ' n< ; i bv increasing :
.
Cn the other hand, when ;\ takes on values greater than i t^e
situ? bion .; - uite liffprent. Stability ~ r"'l.i not occur 'or pi"1 values
a; as
'
act, the ite beco es unstable when a takes cn
--
1
;? wbicl caus< ; - root 1 oci to beca e asy totic with t! <
.
; nnrv axis (this is 7 and H for th€ ll60 and lf>6C systems rc-
c:
: '"")• ' '''' th< same ti e the flexibility is reduced considerably,
particular! r.-rith respect to the variatio of ^ . \s a increases
v " r
"'
. there d veloos • : :''• r . r'cr which the values of i
are unol t; ' iab! . Hence, as p_ aporoacl < s its u '- r r j It only very
large • small values of £* are still available. In i idition,
altl h reL bively larg< v lu< - of ^r> may be sele b( . the vari-
Lble ^ tdr\ become: less roaches its limit, '.s
6-21

shown in f i i 6-12 for a_ eoual ' 3, the selection of ^ is "limit* 1
tely tc - n 'v' lesi ' O.Jj oj i tl !?.7 r-?hich is
certainly unfavorable :r'ov ost scr\rc applications.
The root loci for the two cc en: ate i systei s show a con-
siderable degree of similarity: however, s few diff rencps do prist
due; to a difference in the svster 's mcom >cnsated roots. If on<~ con-
siders only the situation where a_ does not exceed l
,
then these dif-
ferences are nearly insignificant. The primary one of these is the
fact that good correspondence between the predominate sections of the
complex root loci no longer occurs for values of ^ loss than about
'
. ^ •
(3) "liO" compensator with a equal to 0,
For nominal values of a. the ccmbination of second derivati t
and proportional feedbacks io^s not provide satisfactor:^ compensation,
s shown in figures 6-13 ?nd 6-1) satisfactory compensation occurs only
after a is increa ed.ti the extent that 4 .' e proportional component of
the feedback signal dominates, [hen tl is compensator can more appro-
priately be considered tc consist of pre 'ortional feedback only. B<-_
9use this type of compensation is nc ore V an a gain re faction in
the open loop function it will not be iiscusse ' ?.ny further.
D. Completely unsatisfactory compensators,
[wo of the compensators inv . I Lj t< i re com 1 ler< I to be coi -
letely unsatisfactory. These are:
(1 ) first derivative feedback only - shown in figures ( -^
to 6-6
(2) second derivative feedback -shown Ln Lgures 6-13
and 6-llt,







two basic " bher '"'ore, tl < r 111 not be discussed any further
.




In view of the fret that two systems have been included in Group
V, it is pos il le to note the degree tc which normalization has been
Die lented with respect to this group's root loc
' . A comparison of
these root loci reveals the fact that all the remarks rrdr in section
5 T Tit!i respect to the normalization of these root loci also apply in
this section. Therefore one is referred to sections 5> and 10 "or a
detailed discussion en the methods of extending these plotted root
loci to r which are nearly similar but whose parameters are of




















1120 1 10.921 3.to
1.225 8.9L0
h 0.851 9; 519
6 O.hSO 11.!;
7_ OJiOO n.l





1130 1 U.979 1.931
2 1.51 2.965
3 o.eiij %-" rJ
^ £ k,501
5 0.3h5 5.192




Conroens.^br •' system a k K
1530 2 1,2?5 3.279
h 0.3 : ° 5.083
____6 0,137 7.021
1150 6 2.31-0 2.U91]
7 2.116 2.562
8 l.ltfO 3.1 per




1160 2.5 1 ' 5o











This grou] consists of system 1800. It is a type one, fourth
order system. The block diagram, all with the unco-oer-sate ] roots
are shown in figure 7-1. In the uncompensated condition it is unstable
having tiro complex roots in the : ight plan*
.
B. Completely satisfactory compensators.
(1) lead Network.
The ] oci for this compensator ar r shown in figures 7-2 and
7-3 for a less than 1 and a less than h respectively. These networks
are ca pab] of stabilizing the system except for the limiting value
of a equal to fcr whicl th< : It is unstable, .' complete range
of ^*
,
from to 1 may be obtained; ' '-•""
,
the bandwi Iths are
extremely si 1_! r or optimum values of §* :r'rom f h to .7. In general,
the higher ^ r ' lues o r CO^ are obtainabl< as the value of a ap roaches
the value of th< coi ensator ol e . This is, ir effect, apcroaching
Dure pro orticnal feedback. [owever, it ight also be noticed that
stability would require greater than unity fe< "-& . In general,
the value of ^* increases and 60 o decreases as k is increased,
There is also s ' ii am vai < of compensator gain, k , which must
' cr'
be met for stability, T' ir value if Ln general Fairly ! igh. A 1 ist
of k for •: --"l !^r: c r a is given ; 1 able 7-1.
(2 ) 1?±r 1 lei i ' ropoi tion; 1 ' r 11 • cl ~.
": • loci si '' " '- ur< 7— Lj for a greater than ,n
.
Pure first derivative feedback (a eoual to 0) is unstable and it is
apparent that the proportional component has an i> ortant ef ' •
the compensa.tion. A complete rsnge of ^ 's are e»1sc available Trith
































Increasing the value of a increases ^ and decreases Ct)n slightly,
at its Effect is not too noticeable about a equal to 8. Increasing
k rise increases a , but decreases COn . ''here i: ^Iso s rtdni-
mu) v Hi of gain, k
,
to be net -"or st; bility. It is important to
note that f"n incr'" r-c of a reduces kcr quite considerably.
(3) "50" compensator.
These loci are shown ii figure 7-5' fo: Iht normel " r'0 !l com-
pensator of G «, k (S^L£JL±2s) . Figure 7-6 also shows loci for a
modified "50" comoensator of G_ = k fef bS t . 9) , with a family of
curves ?s b was varied from 1 to t' . Ihe normal coap<-nr;pior has loci
very similar to the first ^rivetive plus proportional feedback co -
isato] . In general, there is not much change as a is raised ebove
the value of 6. However, it should be noted that the "far" roots
begin to increase their
,j COc v;-l.uc aid this mig] t have some nc-
ticeable effects. A complete range of ^ 's ar< available, but
again the bandwidth is somewhat limiti .1. As k is increased, ^ is
increased and CO* is decreased slightly, Lgain there is p. minimum
value of k for sterility, values of 'rich are ri iT i n in table 7-1.
cr * '
Although this aonerrs to br a fairly favorable compensator, it is
shown in fi'nire 7- /". that if a is held constant and b is varied, it
is oossible for the syste to become unstable, rhis has the effect
of moving the system's complex zeros towards the right hand plrne.
0. Fartially satisfactory compensators.
(1 ) lag neti rork.
These loci ar( given in figures 1-7 and 7-3 for a greater
than 1 end a greater than ! respectively. Even thougl this comam-
sator is listed -s only martially satisfactory it is v^^.o the r-'ost












on": tiall satisfactory s:' % st< ; bee mstabL : '
vj lues of a. However, for th< roi ? t v; u< s of •
,
ide r-
of £* 's and COn 's a] - . For the 1c r values of a. ?"
will increase and CO n will decrease slightly as cc nsatc Jain,
k is increased. By hoi ling k constant and incre ing a, C*)n Trill
increase. There ' i.niting or instability, however,
reviously mentioned. Ti e! i< r< n Ln
"
:
- 7-1. H ' ild
also be noted that the lower compensator pole (10) is more satisfactory
than the larger (20).
(2) Second derivative plus proportional feedback.
It was found that pure second derivative feedback was coi -
plete Ly unsatisfactory, but that the system could be stabilized by
! Lgl amount of proportional com it, a. 7res r loci are iven in
figure 7-7 for a. greater than 0. Here the complex ze os lue to the
compensator art locate \ on bl e ,'Oc axis and increase as the square
root cf a. TI
'
i Ls unstable for low values of 1 becomes
ble as ;i i: Lncre; sc . After stabilit ' i attained - -' i< n i
cf V * z r ':: "- U)n* r — ' obtainable. Vote that the ninimuir co--
oute • • Ln for stal Llii \ k , i: "f r,r 1 c~ T in these cases. Other-7 cr '
wise the locj are ,rr _ ,: Liar to the first derivative plus re-
port :i on a 1 c om r n satcr
.
(3 ) "60" Co ?ensator,
his cc ensator is c cf stabilizing th< system: how-
", it has a ver; li Lted range for values cf r_ tc be effective. "s
s^rn fro the loci ' figure 7-', increasing a be nd < !u< of £
will a bh< s ' c< ' : unstable. For s of a t at
lower there is .both .- dnimu and maximum value of computer Tin,






letely strKl - Lnimtun ]
,r . <















" 60^ are ol " : ble cc . '•' t '." o« s not -- T-p r gp to
be as • sirabl< n^le lead or 1« bvrorV. able 7-- gives
•
" ues i"or critical ;ain.
D. Co pletelj i! s bisf ctory compensators.
following co :' nsrtors wer< incapable of r.^.: ,••i" , rising the
syst< r
(7 )
: rst le] j t: v< v i
~
: £ c]














50 mod 1 (b=l) 8















































8. Group VII - type : ?s : - : with second order otor function and
three excess ioles in. G .
\. Genera1 .
Only one of the systems investig. be ', lis ; ito th is grouo, he
bloi gra o t! is s stf.i , tl r 190 , is illustrated in
figure 8-1.
Also shown in figure 8-1 are the roots of the unco-: pensa ted system.
Because bhes rool A J r b( Instability, the pri ary objective of co- -
nsation is to stabilize this system. r c- rrver, because design speci-
• bions extend further th_£;n just V and g stability there are other
requirements for cc pens; ''en. Thus c secoi cf >oint to be considered
in observing th( effect of tl - coi ~; .crs is the r'~U- il ility provi e
by uj bhi re of.
B, Com lete1 satisfactor comrensator.
those investigated 1 • • c 1 s< b( •' iidered Ac be
completely satisfactory: t! a1 is, "i ' iit< in its capacity to stabilize
only by the rei ai ."• si t thj t k be gre; ter t! an s inj 1 rain k ,
The root loci c: this com ensater^ th< so called ''50 ! ' compensator, are
shown in figure 8-2: and tl 1 v« Lues of k , which depend on the value
cr'
of a, are liste i in table 8-3
.
Although it is a fact that the "f>0" compensator i the onlv one
investigated w^ich stabilizes regardless of the value of a, it is not
meant to be implied that tl Ls ' th( ost effective compensator,
Actually the effectiveness of tl is cc ens; I r, • ! ' n ' no -~orse, is
also no- better tha: bl b of t! ones Ldered to be only pai I al"
f atisfactory . Thus, i Lte Its ability to stabilize, tl exi-
bility of this com - , " t too significant.









in this rcn. exci t s stem X9hO, it is of value to : ention brief]
the variation in ^* and Ct>„ whicl is possible usin bhis compen-
sator. Essentially there ~r r two methods of varying ^ . One -ray
is to very k while laintaining i\ constant: the other is to vary s
while holding k constant. Phe former rt' od allows ^ tc very
from to 1 as k„ increases above k . The latter met! - } causes the
c cr
variation in ^* to be or<- restricted. In the cc-se of CO n its
variation may be cause: by varyi : a_. However, its range cf vari-
ation is net only smaller but also less consistent than that of ^ .
Thus '-rhere flexibility with respect tc variation in CJ n is desirable
t-is cr tor is definitely no+ too favorrble,
C. Partially satisfa tory compensators,
five of the compensators investigated are only partially satis-
factory as compensator of the basic s ste) , [he reason for eval-
uating these compensators as such is twe fol . irst, the compen-
sator Iocs not provide stabilization for all values cf a, and second,
the compensator only Induces stability when th- magnitude cf k is
wit! in ' e :n fi ite range. Either one cr loth cf these reasons may
7
-- bo each of the coi pensators discussed briefly below,
(1) L- g network.
lependin • on bh< ratio of a to the lagnitude of the co~" ,"i^n-
satcr's pole, the rcct loci cf figures 8-3 and 8-li show that the lag
network cc pensato] : ss bw iegrees of effectiveness - fair or poor.
When this ratio is considi t 1 1; ':• r tl an unit", stringent lii I-
tations on a and k
c
are necessary in order to insure stability^ These
1: itations, cc led wit ' ct th; b roots having ^* in the
desirable O.ij to 0.7 rang* become unobt 1 table, reduce drastically











r"1 xibility i 1 : tly, : Lair 3 of effectiveness is
lable bhe : bio is ot uch j • • ' tha ui ' ', . In this
case t; ere is oc i Id fable si ilarity be1 een thi; con rnsator and
"£0" compensator. The svailabli v i bj in T is si: Liar end
t in CJn is sligl tly better: but the cc satcr's ever p 7 1
flexibility is still less due to the additional limitations on k
c
end i arising froi : .' \ need to aint in stability. These upper and
lower limits on k are listed in table 8-1.
c
(2) Lead network.
The effectiveness of the lead network in compensating b] e
b .' system is quite similar to that of the lag network; however, here
only complex roots having s all values of CO ^ are available. This
fret can r adily be verified by referring to figures 8-3 or 8-li, which
sh - t'" root loci of both coi ions; b< i str ms lotted together. Th' rr
illi rbrate the f ct bl ' e r; lical transition between t! e ret "! oci
caused b; use of : 'f lead and lag networks loes ot exist, hs a matter
["act the see ' supplement each other. Hence, except when a is
equal to C, the le; i network can be considered to represent the lag
<-> bwcrl with a li it ' to onl; : all v lues: and the: remarks made '
relativ< to the latter also pi to th< or er,
Tf a i <: e< ual to bhe compens; b< 1 s; st< ca - ot be stabi-
;ed Ui : r.r this oc pensator, ' ---- . r'or < lot 1 ia1 to 0, stabi-
lity car be induced in bh syst rovided kc is greater bl an the





compensal Lth b n bo 0.
["fecti" " ci en t ' rei s : i 1 r tc that
:
'' networl ; l-owevi . bl r< is cm Lgn: Leant difference •''c'"
8-10

] s this ci lewhat mcr< ["fectj • . Lcally this iif-
ce i bhi fact that the comple? rc< t locj : ' : < oriented in such
- Pashior ft i ' bh< Lm; Lnary axis becoi es the esy tot? for a suf-
'
' itly largp. Thus, • 3 T-m \ th< root loci of j Tire 8.-5, an
u
"
'<~t limit \ ft f value of k only exists when this lai ge value of
a is exceeded. As a result the limiting value of s (that which causes
coi »lete i is'tal i lity if exceeded) along with that of k_ are much larger
than those observe d for the lag network, and the effectiveness of this
coTrrripnsator is imrrcvr 1. Nevertheless, p. lower limiting value of k
always exists for this compensator snd is listed in table 8-1.
\s one might exocct fron the similarity of this and the lag
network compensators, the methods of obtaining particular values of
*? are also th< same, Consequently, one is referred back to
that liscussion for the lag network for further information 00 the
variation of these parameters.
(It) "hO" 00 )ensator TntVi a not equal to 0.
The use of second derivative feedback coml Ln< 3 with nro-
portiona] fe t \\ 1 c 1 - (t'-e "UO" 00 ensator with 11 not equal to 0) -oro-
vides conroen ation wl ich is sc™^' ' "t more effective than that of the
"30" compensator. In contrast to the latter, the root loci cf figure
f-'' .'^';rr 4'r that •*' en •" is large the 'hO" cc >ei ?ator is always stable
for k„ greater tv<nn k (values of k ere listed in bable 8-1) but
" c • or cr
--'
en is s all instability occurs. Thus it is possible to iraw
an analogy between the 5< bwo coi jensatcrs. Ihe "liO" compensator for
: all gives nearly tin same poor effect nct< ' r tl < "30" compen-
sator with ; large. t the same tine the "UO" compensator with a_
large provides a better stabilizing cs 'U^'i' and therefore, better















,- bion, ^ and U)n sy be varied
in fa.shioi ' I ' bh; be i o1 ' - \ re ei ective compensators;
cvrr, a wider variation in LOrt is available lu< tc the raet tl \ I
the 1.1 ' t limit on ; s not exist,
([' ) "60" compensator.
Except for th< fact that the root loci art ore complies U i,
the effectiveness of the "60" compensator is very similar to that of
the lap and lead networks combined. This is readilv apparent in
comparing the root loci of figures 8-3* 8-li and 8-7. However, one




- only valid for small values of a. Jn th e c;:sp of
syster I960, instability occurs ?>or values of a greater than 2 and
Ipsa than 0.1. Pecause of the close similarity -; n the stabilizing
canacity and flexibility orovided by the "6'0" co " rr> ator to that o^
the lag and l r " \ networks, one is referred bacV to the discussion of
eith« i i ' the latter for further information with regards to t^e
former compensator's effects.
D. Completely unsatisfactory compensators.
Two of the com ensators investigated are considered to be
complete ly unsat: sfactory. This is ue to the f"Ct that they pre
unable t< stabilize? the system for any p:ain, kc . These two com-
oonsators are:
(1) Firs ' U "
'
_rrfa^f ' ' Ibacl
(2 > Secoi 1 h rivative f <- r^ \ ov .
:' r root loci si ' th< effect of J '<~ r (- compensators on t : e basic
..'. ,. shown ' i figure B-5 and "--' respectively/".
E. ~^c-;- lization.























50 6 3#olt8 1.663
50 7 2.5Uo 1.699
50 8 2. 11.6 1.763
5o 9 2, OCX 1.700
10 1.2 3.657 1.716
10 2 3.01*8 1.327 9.100 0.509
10 3 2.7 1.0 Ii.380 Q.C^
20 3 5.266 1.655 20.000 0.58
20 6 2.51.10 1.905 7.5H- 0.780
20 7 2.116 1.9hh 6.320 0.80^
20 8 2.0 1 . 8H 5.266 0.835
20 9 1.76k 1.8U9 It. 389 0.881;
20 10
-.V 1.80 3.657 0.916
30 2 2.116 1.763
30 1» 1.021 1.811
.
30 6 0.709 1.757
ho h 1.7''! 1.177
ko 6 \90 I.)i5
60 \1 com] 1c t(sly unstable
60 1 18.871 2.1(1 32.609 I.]i55
8-20





ci ber checl i were a '< on soi ( oJ bl r systems usin : n oth
lead or lap confer fitors ("10" and ""0") or first and second deri-
vativ< pins proportional t pe compensators (' !j0 ! ' and "I1.O"). rhis
was lon< on the foil owi syslems: 0100, 1000, 1100, 1800 and 1900.
Ls wo 1 3 then cover the groups as follows:
Grouo I: 0100
Group IV: 1000
Ore • V: 1100
Group VI: 1800
Group VII: 1900
'• es si owing the servo output du< to a ste ii ut are given
In endis J. lb was found that these tapes confirmed completely
the root loci.
T
. Group I (0100) - Firures D-U,£,6.
Phis systi is unstable for the uncompensated system. Only
rur
'
a lesd - lag type coi s; bor were • o or (^r "t T "C .
Droved to be - n t 'fective compensator with the following general
cl r cte r: sties :
(1) v/hen used as a lead network, bhe co; 'v ns< bor " c such
ncr< ' 'ective. " r 3te coul 1 be 1 ; le stable with 3 lag network
u to 3 ooint: hc-rever, "• ?rge values of k would h3ve tc be used,
c
(2) Increasing tl • Lues of b he"! ied to stabilize the
«
(3) Increasing K i prove;; the stability, but also de-
en sed the ain c the s; stei .
1 IV (1000} - Lgures 1-7, 8, 9, 10.
Ls -•-:' s initial! stable to begin with; therefore, only
3 coi -rison for 3 ove I stability can b< commented u . In general,
9-1

the Fol 1 c in char :ti bi< i not' :










' • coul lb - !< stable or unstable with 1st
1
' bive 'us Tcd'V/: n ' - - T! .- c 1 - r u c-rr-,rrr, the ro ortional "f'rctor.




(3) The lag etwork was by far the most effective compen-
sator used, and th< greater the ratio of zero to pole, the better the
response.
D. 3roup V (1100) - figures Ml, 12, 13, l]., 1<
.
This system was initially unstable. The r: ne rr 1 characteristics
of the compensate ! system were:
(1) The 2nd ierivati^ fee Iback com - otor * T s completely
unsatisf; ctory,
(?) Stability could be att< ' •' 1 - T .it K the 1st derivative
»lus proportional feedback compensator, but, again the value of a,
proportional com onent, res thi dominating influence, In-
crer b ; k also improved th< coi pensator,
c
(3 ) The n • ] ! rk was L] t! - 1 s bt< i cc; ; ensator.
The ? -r-f r thi value of a and the smnlle] bl i vi lue of b in
r Sta
vq-c - **c s l } the more effective the compensator,
E, Group VI (1800) - Figures D-16, 1?, 18, 19.
["his systi was initially unstable. The general characteristics
of the compensated stern were:
(i
)
:1hr 2nd derivative fee Iba.Ci com tens 1 e 1 s te^ t ts






r r' re' < \
(?) The 1st lerivative dus proportional feedback was an
9-?

cti 1 I : bhi :>portional component oved to
•..
, orl it ' • '
,
' :''
E" k tended to j ov«
(3) ' - 1 ' ' t f co bor . n - ffective cc: -
:
--
, Fhe • ] bh« ' r ' and b! lower bh< * ] < of b,
effectivi Lt bee; . I i ' ' • z< ro- le ra1 .' c,
fc
'






' (1900) - Lgures D-20, 21, 22, 23.
1
s si - Initially unstable, Ph< general characteristics
of t
(] id ; dl acl cc "as unsatis-
ctory.
(2 j ' ! b i ' - i ortional Feedback vas an ej ective
c- ever, ! s • ' of ror< ' ' lal • 51 • <-' as n< • >d




] i es eked.
(~ ) phe lead-1 < tor cc" ; ' Lthci stsbl( or
table. 1, it *ras c : . ffectiv< as the Isi leriv? ti r<
rl
| or. Increasii ro- o] • oi roved tb«
-









ole, t 0] ' C ' ' VI ' tl ' C< ' v Btion.
r. C< b< r.
block ste is figure )-l givi tig
..-.: ' in 1 .'. ' rams. 1' com-
I
-2 for the 1800 s st : with " cc -
| sij -;,-: ns - r r€ neede '
9-3

1 . ') IS
.
.
' s • ' above or below average.
It has nc • t! e -'ntrnt of t) is thesis to ascertain which of
the compensators inv< ' ated is the best or the worst ss much ss it
has been to comment u bh< effect en the individual systems. How-
ever, it is possible from the previous discussion to pick the compen-
sators that usually provide compensation which is more or loss fa.«r
Le than all the others. In particular these compensators are:
(1) Lag network - most favorable
(?) "hO' 1 compensator - least favorable.
In r;cst of the systems investigated th< lag network provided
satisfactory stabilization and excellent flexibility. However, in
soi r y t< is, such as the 0110, 0120, 183,0 and 1820, the effectiveness
of this compensator, whil< still -rod -^^ limited tc sane extent in
the size a may assume without instabiiitj occurring. At the same
time, in none- of thf cases investigated iid this compensator cause
inst Lity Per all values of k and a. rims, use of this compen*.
sator in motor input voltage fe< back applications is si ost certain




ther hand, f'er most of thf systems invest: J r \ the "liO"
compensator w s prevalent - i;,r most unfavorable one. '<~: - t in system
IP] n (j Lgure 8-6
V;
lj 1 - bisfactory compensation occur for - i o lerate
nitude of a. "or f"11 other systems, instal .lity resulted fcr all,
• 1 rvrr vai ues f a. However, it is conceivable that stabili-
zation could br induced : F a_ - 1 > large enough to predo ' ate.
One such c?sr in which this results is sh n in figure 7-7 T"cr sjstt
L0-]







ris by ' *' ' plotti 3 i t loc: ' bf itte : bo any c 11 ck con-
trol systc n tl - - is n-ccGc-T' in order that full advantage
may be taken of these curves. Actually only a limited r: ount c:' inves-
tigation has been ca lucted with regards t< methods of normalization.
In particular, only bwo roi s, V and VI, included more than one system,
whic' ' r. necessary n ord^r bh ; an est: - ' r of the effect cf changing
so e func I u y be ade.
Nevertheless, som< legree of normalization is possible, of which
the most significant is the grouping of the systc s, s explained de-
viously, the root 1 cc: of th< systems car be grou ed in accordance with
both the number of excess poles in the G-. function and th* compensator
use'* and tl ( ^redomir ' ;" ig section of the complex root loc: Trm be
nearly of th<- 3 P shape defending en the compensator. Thus, assuming
that the influence of the secondary sections of the complex and real
rcct loci is not tec
.
\'
'icant, any other syste ay be similarly
1 or alizi 1 by lacing it in tht correct rou . Phen it would be valid
tc assume that the oredomina.ting section of its root loci woul also
correspond d.tl bhat of its grcu .
i c arise loci curves of the sa rou si " rs that in-
deed, correspondence '"ces occur for ^* in tl i desired range of Pji to
n
.7 a >pro: - 1 nd Cl)^ si all or oderat< ir m< nj bu le, but t'-^ere
are differences, )epend v, < oi the situation there is con 5 rabl*
ergence of the root "!oci ' small ^ . 'Isc T.?hen CO^ is large
as ' Leant liffe] nee i observed, Fo reat extent th( lacl< of
cor e£ ondence k
Q
~ all is hie to tl e nee in location
bhe uncempensati ' item's ] ots, Chi re-fore, it is not sufficient
10-2

to assume that because a system falls into a particular group it can
be expefcted to ] : ccording] ; bh< iesj nei ust als< take into
account tl e di r.i nc i loi bioi o: b] uncc ^cnsated : : - 's
oles and reali: - bhat error exist: k en 6Jn is large.
'dor most of the d< sj bed gr< u s, t] e lotor function is second
ordrr, tyre one with a pole located at -1 en the real axisj but it is
conceivable that ; s:l lilar system having a differently located rotor
fnncticn pole may also require investigation. Therefore, some norr r-
lization with respect to the motor .function is desirable. Unfortunately
the Investigation has not been carried far enough to permit any ge.neral
conclusions to be made in this connection,
] rvertholrss, even if the motor function of the actual system is
approximately the same ps that of one of the investigated systems, in
all probability tb< gpins of t' - transfer functions itfould be different.
ftvus, normalization "it! respect to ga.in is ver important. Unfortu-
bel t Is normalization is difficult to accomplish. If it is assumed
that k is the overall --in associated vritl the function GaG^, k, is
that for G, , and k is tv ^ain dor G„, then corr^s^on-on?- vr^vr ofb' c c '
k ' may be obtained using the two conditions:
c
(1) k k < =; 100
(2) k, ' k ' =. 10kv
' b c c
where k is the Rain actually given on the root loci plots, Therefore:C
k
c





and kb ' as 100
k
a
Thus, assuming that bhe Function gains are the only difference between
two systems - one actual a: bhe other hy otl etical for vhich the root





: to root: similar to t! os< o bb« ' othetical systc i




' Lven by pou bion 'V-l): ' owevf
,
it " uld also bt ecoss?ry to o' 1 ! ' setuad j . '-..^ to - new
gain, !:, '.b
G. K„ versus k .V C
Included on ol 1 the plotted root loci are contour curves shoT-dng
the locu-s of dominating roots having constant Kv and also k . These
contoi'rs were plotted for the our ose of lending some perspective to
the root loci plot.-, with regards to the gains and velocity lag errors
to If f " )ecte i.
\ comparison of all the root loci slots rev* als that in all cases
the- K of a sister- decreases as pain, k . increases, however, it is
v c 7
very rar< ',,r r these two sots of contours-' parallel each other: thus,
thp relationship between th< deoends on the value of a and ?*
.
1 en the valu s of K varv Inversely with k , the utility of the
v c 7
compensator to the designer in meeting specifications is reduced.
This i i particular!; true in the case where the maximum permissible
st ady state velocity lag error is specified. In these, cases this
. ocificatien may result in predominating roots having other than
' ;-• 1
'] e valu §* and Od A •
D, " -
1 Llitv to interchan i boxes G. and G .
a
after calculations for the root loci were begun, it became
• rent that i' < functions, G and G , oould be interchanged in the
' a
!,- be Mock liag] \ Lthout effecting th« loci. This is clear
one ex; the ' on cf t! e 1 oci:
3>7l Dm Nb (V - - 1
10-L

,ug it : b , . .,. b , m bions, or an arts thei c , could be
[ tin eauations woul 1 b< identical, sine? each term
volves bl - re luct of D D cr N or 1* . No tern involves either
a m
function by itself, '" Ls f; : could ?.id in \ bcl" Lng somt actual
rsicsl system to ore of the groups involved in this investigation.
For exam >le, any cole which might be involved in the G„ function
could be combined with the motor nole bo make a quadratic function
u ' '\ box. n" motor ??in co ,, i 3 Iso be ut Into the G function
for simplify j >g. Orginally, the 1600 and I70n systems "frf included
in these investigations tc determine any possible effect of inter-
cl an e, However, they were dropped when it became apparent that the
two systems had identical loci.
10-5

PPKK'D] - : Lt ; U ute] ro, For I let" ag ot Tool.
. Introduction.
This c 'i ;• i : • ;! " i] oj fe: L ining the digits! c< -
puter progr< ised in com u1 the >lotte 3 root loci. This orogr*
used with bhe CONTROL lAT CC PION l60li ttgital Computer,




The objectives of this computer prograi are the foilowing
«
(1) Using the input information, calculate the basic
characteristic equation for the feedback system being investigated.
(2) "-" ret ally varying the appropriate coefficients (by
"."-
. i.ng the gain) c" the characteristic equation, calculate the indi-
vidual points which together constitute the root locus of the speci-
fied fe< iback syste
.
(3) Qso, for each point of the root locus, calculate in
accordance wit? Appendix r th o corresponding value of K , which de-
termines the steadv state velocity lag error for all type one feed-
back systems.
(li) Record the above information in .such a form that it
facilitates manual Hotting of the root locus points.
C. : ' ' - • ' jj c' 1 :' a 1 1 e .
This ci causes the digital coi puter to calculate the root
locus fo] : ; ' stei T-?hich can be arranged Into the form of the systf m
s ecified below. This system may be any feedback system whos*- charac-
teristic i [u; '..' m Ls of " rr- less then 101. The variable can either
1 : the l oj the open li functions or th gain in one of the feed-
back ["unction . h< block liagram of this system is shown in figure 1.
''
e form o.l '" 1 ' ns in t! boxes la.be le ' G^, G
c
. and G^ can
A-l













































































" 1 . - ' -t
motions 1 1 - ' :.
















^S+ a2l[S + cjJ[_i _||s* " ts+ 3 J|_ i J
However, another form which is permissible but not nearly as simple




then srmissibli Id be
so forth. - os< of b! Is is to plijninatc the tedious operation
of manually rnulti i] Ing t - olyno :'.• n : ' notions which the cor ut< ,_ will
do : Ldl ; - cci ]
.
Neverth less, if it is desj be us< thii j rogr i for - s r; bem
which l.oes not contain an inn? ibac] loc function then it is only




D. 1 roj r- , i 0] s ration.
ram consi? ': o.1 th] • a
i
>r ses of operation - (1 )
Lout jhase, (T
)
i.on oi bl • : • •' :-' bic • cu; tion, and,
(3) th< co •'"''' >n of ''• < b loc: oints, hes< three hases art
lored bf»loT-r in or< etail. The oi le i Lr w .' c! t ey ar< listed is
the same order in TThi ch they n accomplish' ; . -e has< ' ooi dieted
before the rir--u -; .<? commenced.
(1) Input ohase.
During the j. -it '--r^< o; r '••-" t'"" f:r: '-'OT -"C v: '"
all th« i tout Information r uired for tl e. ; roper o rration of 1 j
prograi including the system' iar< eters. Ihis input information
Can be "read" into the compute] i.tl ] bhe - lia of punched
car&ls or gnetic tape. However, in cither case, cards must 1 unc (
and if the magnetic tai i tnt is desired, the car , must first be
transferred to it. rhe specific inf< bj --' Lc! ust be supplied ps
the i ' lit to th< com utei i-rill ' cover< i in more leta.il later in part
E of t! is a "- ndi:
.
3c - utation of t! e basj "' aracteristic equatio .
y. tl - com letion of "re ling" in ell th« .-- Llal le ' mt
i
r r ,: •,;.
;
th? coi "uter commence! tl i next hase of ope] bj >n. This
consisl " ; ' of caTci th< co< 'icient; • I basic charac-
teristic i : ' ; ( T rii( r< bh< variabl . - Is 1) us: i| the system
parameters obtaJ d during the vii - phase. '.' on th«
intend* location of tl Lable, gain, tl ai bhre< different
ethc •; for
'
ion. and ci Ives i liff it
basic characteristic rqupti , Che desir< U b( selected
by use of t! e co- uter' 1 ctive jumi ^ as follows:
(• ) eji / bi es down - the cl rac istic eouation's

"* ; ' Me.
(b) J' • itch number 1 up only - the characteristic
equation's coefficients are calculate I assu I : - the gain in the G
c
is variable.
(c) Jump switch m il r 3 u only - the coefficients of the
i aracteristic equation are calculated assui u g that tl gain of the
G. transfer box In variable.b
t r calculi : Ln
.
bl ese coefficients of bh< 1 asic characteristic equation
( com uter is iy tc commence the third ' ase.
(3) 3?lcul; bior of the pi ints of t! e root locu: .
he final phase Df cc uter o er; "Jon consist-; of cornpu-
bion of L] iivj lua.1 pi i.nts wl i c! ke d a root Toe . This is lone
& r< i + .f - ' Lve process c< nsj ting of t! vrr sto s. In t! < : irst step
' ose coeffi( ents ' tl n char< beristic equatioi wl ich are a function
of the variable, gain, are increase i 1 y a factor xfhich reflects the
new
i
i Ln. The se id step is tc solve for the roots of this new
characteristic equation. Chen for the third step these roots are: printed
on the chosen cutout media. i co letion of this latter step, the
co] uter incre< th< pain and corn ;a n onde: t coefficients
of the characteristic equ« ' n, and again < Iter; tes J ' :: e three
step process.
: "• - ; crej ' ovided in t t ird s1 < of the Last
phase is e: oom tia1 . and Ls ietermine ! her o x; user throug!
t'c initial input: ! ied bhe c ,,: .' Ln tl : . as< . In
starting out with the characte] ' ' ;'.• ec i bit i the second ph< e, ' e
initial ain wcul 1 1: bi bb J • • this Ls multj Pied
by i :r fa< - bet! '
'







r con; • faci
,
Th? second factor } BASE, Ls ",' ai -' Lch
'.••.,'.
ain is:
I., = 1 : I 'AC : BASE





* :- . 3








re j "' b locus oinl • ' "':• 1 - \y "Ten










' ic i.'"- cc i-
ut« r ]
'':' .'•'"
'• t( r ' b! e re r< i
r . '
•"
- 1 i iflf just or the c it( r to "print" in
-
.










-. ;. :, ; r : .' . st b< ecified
















' ( running tin " • depe: r-
-
.
e ' • bic I Lais
'< ids upon "b' ir degree, 1 : o tl umb^r








. og] .in : i .'•'<
. i
1
i calcul bed, '
nrcrs' • i rv " co) u ! witl ! ! t u i .' ut inf i I : c r .








I cards 1 t" r t
'
to ' etic tape " ~ ; bhe cc Liter. "' - rra
; on can) leoend: >ri-
i.ly 1 r of factor each b< sic f motion 1 ox c
systems bloc] 1 : • ; 1 u legree ol • ' ' '"' • i i li^idusl
'




• »nl istruct: on cr














li sity of t! root loc
I.
'-..' on? "I para -
.
-
( as input to the or -
-7

is j nt x r in th( -
,
) tc 9? cr ."
'
i 0] '
. ), ; it it I 01 I : urpos i f ' rev;; ;.-,- for
li eli] hi Lndivj root loci. It is specifically designed
r the case ' o • bl an on< root locus is desired for s basic
--
, with each re tting an incre] n ! ' Ln a Constant coefficient
• s si • '.- tr' "• bions. Actually TAG is the labe»l
i.ied to th< Cirsi root locus, : : v; for c • c successive root locus
bhi 1
'
r icreased bv th< s< smount as th< increirntpd co? ffj ci f nt
,
• j • ? vr;ntaprous t< have bh< final ligj ts of P/ G reflect the
1 va.li: Di Pied nt, • td then Its Bucce s sive values will
o b< lice ed in th - corresi oi iing labrls, s < i cxa 1 r cf tu r
ci . cons: lej b < casi ' < r- t e initial value of the coefficient





.' G j s ; < \u \ d tc be 1137. £ and
it ii b! co< fficient is tc be .'.". the computer -all label
bhe coi ] i ot locus
"n
'"'V', the third llli3.£ and no oi .
C, TOP.
The nexi tare com utation 1 : ameters, kNC s.nd POP will be
lisc ised '• r ' vi bhri] close relat onshic and similai




- to be 3 Hied tc the constant coefficient being
cb root "> ocus, scrib 1 : •• - : ' \x \ val ie to
•'('-.•
'ficirni • 1 % • I. ["her e, in lii < ctly rOP
I for ; • ] ' root locj cl ' Lb cal cul ated. " t
Led I i "ii ' 1.1 contim Increased Lon with the
rool I <• ] 1 and cons n nti , c< ipondini root leci will con-
t | c leu : atil bh< o : nt's m; nj bu le is gr« ater
i v; (• hei bhis occurs, prog: o] ration be] bes). Both INC
-8












to bi c engc-d for :l root '< tii . ', which ore-
.
..







- i) -' ' c ' i i cc " ' ' '.''!- . In vi err of the fact
th?t nl foui basic ,: b< functd s, l
c ,
> J, and G
.,
i I eac] of t • ' •-- b'.vj U 3 Into two ol n< is] i, th< nui erator and
lenominator, can b . fixed oint nurnbe.] *om 1 to 8. s an
'-: pie, if T ; was ; iecifi( i as 3 th< coefficient tc bi changed
w •'
1
i b Hound ii K„ while [4 would ean it <-bs in Jr ,
!'.
T
i :DER specifies whici be] of thii bicul - r polynci ial











-j^ jj* •-.. . ,. ecifi* 1 be b< 3 while Lr,V]




refc root "'oeus 1 th« v lue r/ MIC. . '- ortran for-




. 1 of -SGAi ) to < Ln vi 5 c the. vari-
] , Ln, - Lc are less than 1 i1 . . c mputer pro-
buill : i i
'
valu ' i : '' , "' nd ong uently,





' n cas< i bh< section
f jt locus st occurs th< ain is
1 .,..--•
s dili a is to scale down
all values of 1 in b\! tftirlyirn ! . " :- tor "' Lc! i£
, -
: unity, r.r. '
'











" ii bed as 1 x lO"',
bl at unch' c .1 - .' re - 02 means tl <
ic is - 02 j an I . ' is tl i i s« .
(! ) GAIN.
at cc '• r, ,i ovides t'n r maxin
' nit ; r th< - , u tl F cac! rool Loci. fi the
Ltu •'•••' t c V" . com utatj on C€ s •:• s
i










. fortran ' is identic^ to
7. It
"".
ber, . . controls bhe number of
1 t locus by spec j bh< factor
sly mentioned t lis ~ r ri; i. ; en
follows
:
r . = ( c)(: - fi*®
ssion lie t that ' ch successive value of
gain is ob1
'
s val by BASE. T! us,









- the locat: on oi 1
'
oi i ! to ' .
B 1 .2.
ic - - t . ", : etrrs -
-ir

nt 1 , " - • ctUc 1
-;.. r . oxes of the stern
'
'







" Lncludi " < : u L ' i r . - »li-
.





grou s. ( 1 .", ; is : id by th< 3ur transfer funct: -
i ;t< ' hoxm in figure 1.
iis1 ' 'o3 Lais - one bein tl e nu-




s <-•. • ns i •• re ' to 1 - gj ou :
,
ti it ' ' ' 3 • '" P . 'his is actually
occurs; •-:..''- • ;r< tr; j>: unctji
.
•
- first. [he olyn ials
br • ctj • ......,.., og( Qf ^ ^
rder. hus, irnl fj.ng ?.cl "' i i i i • 1
•
;
c.; Lt is ; . • ' n . - :
'
ut ' ' ' '
aTi the fell '-









lyno;riial K -, D ( tl len Lnal
Lai 5> - -. (the numerator of G^)







( bh( ' tor oJ
l-ll










• bh scmputcr amplj lng infon
- b 5ut thorn. 1.1 it j ec bi stati h n .• ( actors
ol " - ' . Chen, for eacf factor, it is also
nec< ssary to tell co ute] It: h i . fl i mer in which this
suppl bary j or • tion is to be j • with the coefficients cf
the "v c j- lily 1 I 1"? owing cy; iple. Consider






' ncl osed ] ithesis ) of v< ' g '• ree. L*he







"' .-. <• - o bh< ii st ." ctor
.0 — — nt ;er<
|
oi 3 tei i -. fi] • ' .' ; :1 or
P ---• — co 'fici ' of first p< ei t rm - first "-ctor
1.0 cot it oi ' 1 t " roi t i - first factor
1 degr : ' r - i ": ctor
1.0 cc 'ficient c:; ' zero o- r '" term - second factor
6.0 '•- i nt of first power ten - second factor
here 2 would 1 ' ' '•"'. fid be the last cards to be "r<


























b] - supple Information :
'
ct that it o< isists entirely
of fixed Ln1 numbers ' \ rortr; i "' b : nation of I 2.
This rn< - that the; can 1 r . any integer frc to 99.
.,
; bh' ovi r: rnple, !h< •
["] .' be: -'• 0.00 to . °. ' • Fortran




















. it i vi r " 1 i ort? t b! at a separate
car nresenl 'oi ' ' ! '
:
;
. rhus for ; fourt! degree no 1 '^ro^'ir-i
Five cc Lcient cards. In the case rhere a coc" r'iov nt




Lgure 2 s i th< n '- 1 ! -i s s t roul be i put tc the
v for > ' - ' ' t - r Ln fi ;ur< 3. Those at ove the dotted
lin utatii a] • r- eters f Chose below t ; s i: .i'' -rr system
•










- basic Functions for the system
paramet' : . he c lu n m ; rs ?t the top T rrri L: eluded to indicate
•'
'
' lat card e c! Ij -it is t< I unched,
here is * rteneivi - ount of output Lnfon ! :; n wi ich must be
LlabL t( thf user of this rogr< . i . ; arily, as mentioned
prevj
,
the t; o ac root lo< us, bhi correspond ng values
of gain, and the "' 1 ] oi c! root locu: ' u the out -it infor-
Lon. ow " bl r< ar " > roups c out t information
.
1 | -••- ;'; -; ' lulnes ; rogram us« r, ?re
also ' • • u1 bs. ' ' ' ' these is bhi listing c.p the
fie: its of the ' ' olync ' ] mcti< -. Ihes< listed
:-ic r suli te] bl com uter multiplies
bl 11 of the factors of th< : - : ol Lai: and thus, while
, cheel b o show t! • : c b stei i or i ' ich

















































["act triat • ' ( ] j '.-•
'. b: i • iots b bl -"• • c-
[c ' • bher ,
'
: oints can
ypeci ' - Fill exactly ori | • , , : -.. . . # * e ..-•_
I
: Lnde] Is Iso listed.
1 ] Hi ut ' Por "' i Li r< ccrdt d ' ccord?nce witl n
[fie j b " "•' mil ' s .-. [he for™ e r nre shows
th< Lrs i r : i
"









: ' oJ '' " b locus \ r.
the 2 ; ' nt " ' eccnd ' -' th< sy b< . r< •- i.hg tN l??be]




i c uter are ' : .- 1 ! co< "' ' bs, fter t e root
loc s lsbel, i hicl ; bl < st b« nt " Ci " ; 1820.00 ' i LLO i".
are b i roups of root locu: poinl . n ; . row rece each of
;
i se ; roups • ' • ] Lst< : b1 c i '• ':'. ' ' first Is th( : Ln and is labeled
.
: E . or KC h '• •' >t] or k , k, or ] r< ectively is t] e
a' 1 c
variable. 1 - ec id ' • : label eel KV < • ' < n ' Lvide 3 into the
-
•
- signal, :' ' ' the steady stat ].rj erro] ' ' < ri€
-.- • it(














- oints root locu Ln f.nc
cl ^oini nsists ' rts, a co lex a i
iin. '<:.- art. . n« of t! i i€ ar1 s b o. I u I
still thev will 1 . or each p< hich l< ' actually
lie n bl r •
~
; axis, \ c< ' ! c lex point will I ' ' ted
,
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COMMON CRR, CRI, CPR, CP I , ROOTR, ROOT I,
F0RMAT(F8.2)
READ 6390, TAG
READ 801, ANC, TOP
READ 7, LEVER, NOROER
F0RMAT(E7. 1)
READ 6391, SCA LFAC, GAIN
6 K « 1, 100
P0LY( INOEC, K> =
FORMATt 12)
READ 7, NUMBER . N
F0RMATIF7.2)
NIC = N + 1
READ 801, (PQLYl INDECK), K*1,NIC)




DO 12 K = 1, 100
POLYt INDECK) =
READ 7, M
MIC = M + 1




































































CALL MULTPL {A, B, A)




























































CALL EQUATKRN AME, A)
CALL EQUAT2IB, POLY, 1)
CALL MULTPL(OA M, B, A)
CALL EQUAT2 (B, POLY, 5)
CALL MULTPL (A, B, A)
CALL EQUATUDA M, A)
IF (SENSE SWITC H 1) 7161, 7262
IF (SENSE SWITC H 3) 7363, 746 4
CALL ADD(UABMDC, RNAME, CONDC)
CALL EQUAL 1(VA ROC, DAM)
CALL EQUAL ItUABMDC, CONDC)
LL BRNULKUABMOC, ROOTS, N)
* gOjJDCU)/(C0ND£<2) = UABMDC2)
CALL PR I NT (ROOTS, N, AKA, VKV)
GO TO 4701
CALL ADDIDAM, RNAME, CO^DC)
CALL EQUAL 1 ( VA KDC,' UABMDC)
GO TO 4701
CONTINUE
CALL ADD(UABM0 C, DAM, VAROC)
CALL EQUAT1 (C ONDC, RNAME)
DO 471 I * 1, 100
VARDC(I) VARDC(I) * SCALFAC
CALLEQUALKC, VARDC)
DO 54 I = 1, 100
VARDC(I) VARDC(I) * BASE
IEXP = IEXP + 1
CALL ADD( CONDC. C, UAB'MDC
)
DC1 = UABMDC( 1
)
DC2 = UABMDC(2)
CALL BRNULKUABMOC, ROOTS, N)
VKV = DC1/(DC2 - UABMDC2)
AKA =(BASE »» IEXP) SCALFAC
CALL PRINT(R0OTS. N, AKA, VKV)
IF(AKA - GAIN) 62, 63, 63
GO TO 52
IF(ANC) 6301, 6309. 630 1
INORDER = NORDER 1
POLY(LEVER, INORDER) POLYUEVER. INOROER) + ANC
IF (ABSF (POLYUEVER, INORDER ))-T0P)2402t 2402, 6309
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE MULTPL (A. B, E)
DIMENSION AllOO), B(100), C(100), 0(100), E(IOO)
COMMON CRR, CR I , CPR, CP I , ROOTR, ROOTI , C, D
N * 100























J * 1, M
+ IDELTA
i A( I ) » 0U)
CALL ADD(C, D, C)






DO 672 I « 1, 100









SUBROUTINE EQUAT2 (A, POLY, INOEC)
DIMENSION At 100), P0LY(3, 100)
DO 690 I = 1, 100




SUBROUTINE EQUAT3 (POLY, INDEC, A)
DIMENSION AMOO). P0LY(8, 100)
DO 700 I » 1, 100
POLYUNDIrC, I) « A(I)
END
SUBROUTINE PRINURESULT, N , GAIN, VKV)
DIMENSION RESULK200)
IF( SENSE SWITCH 1) 5053, 5054
1050 F0RMAT(3HKC F 15.3, 20X , 3HKV F15.3)
5051 F0RMAT(3HKA F 1 5. 3, 20X,3HKV F15.3)
5052 F0RMAT(3HKB F 15. 3, 20X, 3HKV F15.3)
5054 IF(SENSE SWITCH 3 15055,5056
5035 PRINT 50N2,GAIN, VKV
GO TO 50 c.7
5056 PRINT 5051, GAIN, VKV
GO TO 5057
5053 PRINT 10!,0,GAIN, VKV
5057 ORDER = N
COUNT = ORDER/3.0
IF(COUNT - 1.0) 1 149, 1150, 1051
111*9 N.ORE- = N
KOUNT -
GO TO 1061
1150 KOUNT = 6
GO TO 1056
1051 OUNT = 3^.0
1052 IFCOUNT - COUNT) 1055, 1055, 1054
1054 OUNT = OUNT - 1.0
GO TO 1052
1055 KOUNT = OUNT
KOUNT = KOUNT * 6
1056 DO 1058 J=l, KOUNT, 6
J 5 = J+5
1057 FORMAT(3HS F10.2, 3H JF10.2, 7X, 3HS F10.2, 3H JF10.2, 7X,
13HS F10.2, 3H JF10.2 )
1058 PRINT 1057, (RESULT(JN), JN =J,J5)
MORE = N-tKOUNT/2)




1063 KT1 - KOUNT + 1
KT2 = KOLNT + 2
1064 F0RMAT<3hS F10.2, 3H JF10.2)
PRINT 1064, RESULTIKT1 ), RESULT I KT2
)
GO TO 1062
1065 KT1 = KOLNT + 1
KT4 = KOUNT + 4
1066 FORMATIONS F10-2, 3H JF10.2, 7X, 3HS F10.2, 3H JF10.2)




SUBROUTINE BRNULKA, ANSWER, NED
DIMENSION CRR( 129),CRI( 129) . XR ( 4 ) .XI (U).FXR(U) ,FXI(4).SR(3),SI(3)
DIMENSION KAPPA
(
10),CPR( 129) , CPU 129),R00TR{ 128) .ROOT I ( 1 28)
DIMENSION ANSW£R(200), A(100)




9996 IF(A(NED) 9998, 9997, 9998




>998 NEL = NE'L - 1
N = r4EL
00 9995 I - 1,100































IFfSENSE SWITCH 2)71, 51




DO 9990 I = 1,129
9990 CRK I) = 0.0
502 DO 6 1=1, NP1
CPR{ I )=CRR( I)
6 CPU I )=CRIC I )
CALL C0MAG(CRR{ 1 ) ,CRI ( U ,C 1 ,KE
)
DO 305 X=1,N
GO T0(9, 609), MODE
53 FORMAT( 2X, 6H ROOT UX. 7HITERANT 6X,
531 2I10HREAL PART 10X, 10HIMAG PART 10X),11HR00T IS IN /
532 2X, 6HNUMBER UX, /'HNUMBER 6X,






11 CALL DIVD(-CRR(2),-CRI{2) ,CRR( 1 ),CRI( 1),XR( 1 ) ,XI(1),KE)
Kl=l
K2=l
GO TO 16 ' i
12 AR=CRR(1)


























1^ ^ 1 NP ! » 2R » ZX » CRR * GRI »««»»I»KEI
711 FXKLhRI
CALL COMAG(RR,RI,PMAG,KE)
713 RAD=ALTER*(PMAG/C1)«»{ 1 . O/FLOATF ( NN)
)
714 GO TO (715, 19, 179), M3
715 GO T0(716,718),M00E
55 FORMAT! 2(16, 4X), UE20.11, 5X, E10.4 )










19 Kl = 4
K2 = 4
Hl = 2
101 ABARR=XR( 1 )-XR(3)
102 ABARI = XI( D-XK3)
103 B8ARR=XR(2)-XR(3)
104 B8ARI = XI(2)-XI( 3)
105 AMI8R = XR( 1 )-XR(2)
106 AMIBI-XU 1 )-XI(2)




CALL COMAGt XR{3),XI(3), T4,KE)
IF(TA-EP1«T4) 110, 110, 11 1




111 DELAR = FXR( 1 )-FXR(3)




116 CALL MULT(ABARR,ABARI , OELBR, OELfll ,TC,TD,KE6)
117 CALL DIVD(TA-TC,T8-TD,DENR,DENl r AR,AI,KE7)
118 CALL MULT{ABARR,ABARI,TC,TD,T1,1"2,KE8)
119 CALL MULT(BBARR,BBARI,TA,TB,T3,T4,KE9)
120 CALL 0IVD(T1-T3,T2-T4,0ENR,DENI,BR,BI f KE10) -
CR=FXR<3)
CI*FXI(3)
123 CALL MULT(BR,BI , BR, B I ,T
1
















155 T1 = T3
156 T2=T4
168 GO TO ( 157. 159), MU
157 IF(TA) 161, 161.158
158 CALL COMAG(2.0»CR,2.0*CI,TB,KE16)
IF(TB-RAD*TA) 159, 159,180
159 CALL DIVD(2.0*CR,2.0h»CI ,T1,T2,0BARR,DBARI,KE17)





140 fill) 167, 16?; 169




56 FORMAT (40H ITERANT ALTERED TO BE PURE REAL NUMBER.)
503 PRINT 56
504 GO TO 167
164 IFITR-EP2«TI)166, 167,167 I
166 XR(4)«0.0 i
GO T0(505, 167),M0DE !
57 FORMATS 45H ITERANT ALTERED TO BE PURE IMAGINARY NUMBER.)
505 PRINT 57
167 GO TO 700
180 CALL DIV0(T1,T2,TA ,0.0 ,T1 ,T2,K20)
CALL DIVD(CR,CI ,TB ,0.0 ,CR,CI ,K2 1
)
CALL MULT(CR,CI,RAD,0.0,CR,CI,K22)
GO T0(506, 507). MODE
58 F0RMAT(87H ITERANT IS OUTSIDE CIRCLE WHICH BOUNDS A ROOT. INTERP
5810LAT6 ITERANT TO EDGE OF CIRCLE.)
506 PRINT 58
507 GO TO 159 l
171 CALL C0MAG(ABARR,ABARI,T1,KR1)
ENM1) STAUTA) ENA(3) STA(ITB)
IF(T1-EP3»T4) 174, 174, 172
172 CALL C0MAG(BBARR.BBARI,T2.KR2)
ENA(2) STAUTA) ENA(3) STA(ITB)
IF(T2~EP3»T4)175, 175.173
173 CALL C0MAG(AMIBR,AMIBI,T3 f KR3)
ENA(I) STAUTA) ENAC2) STA(ITB)
IF<T3-£P3*T4)174. 174,11 1
174 ENA(l) STA(KI) STA(K2) ENA(2> STA(M3) SLJC178)
175 ENAC2) STA(KI) STAU2) ENA(3> STACM3)
178 , XR(K1 )*XR(K1)*( 1 .0+2.0«EP3)
XKK1 )*XI(K1)«(1.0+2.0»EP3)
GO TO(508,509),MODE i
60 FORMATtllH ITERANTS X II.6H AND X II, i
601 41H ARE TOO CLOSE TOGETHER. ALTER ITERANT X II, 1H.) I
508 PRINT 60.ITA,ITB,ITA






CALL 0ERIV(NP1,XR(4) ,XI (4 ) ,CRR,CRI ,DR,DI ,K60 )
CALL COMAG(RR,RI,TR,KE) I
CALL COMAG(DR,DI,TD.KE)




GO TO 1510, 511), MODE i
FORMAT[ 120H POLYNOMIAL HAS INCREASED IN MAGNITUOE TOO MUCH WITH CU 1




220 GO TO (22 1.231 ),M2
221 IF( I-IM\X)250.250,222
222 GO T0(512, 513), MODE









192 GO T0(51U, 300), MODE
69 FORMAT ( 1 9H FIRST DERIVATIVE { E17.9.E20.9, 55H) INDICATES THAT
691 ITERANT IS SUFFICIENTLY CLOSE TO ROOT.)
51U PRINT 69,DR,DI
300 DO 302 J=2,NN





302 CRI{ J)=TI+CRI( J)




GO TO(303, 305), MODE
303 PRINT 63
68 FORMATl 1H 6E18.9)
I 30U PRINT 68, (CRR I J) , J« 1 ,NN)
PRINT 63, (CRI(J),J=1,NN)
305 CONTINUE






CALL POLYNOM(N+1,ROOTR( I ),ROOTI( I) ,CPR,CPI , RR,RI ,KE
)
ANSWER ( INT) = ROOTR( I
)
INT = INT + 1
ANSWER( INT) = ROOTI(I)
INT = INT + 1
IF(ABSF(RR)- 0.01) 8001, 8001, 6002
*8001 IF(ABSFIRI) - 0.01) 306, 306, 8003
8999 FORMAT( UUHBELOW ROOT UNCERTAIN WITH REAL REMAINDER OF E7 . 1)
8002 PRINT 8999, RR
8012 FORMAT(67. 1)
GO TO 8001
8998 FORMATt 44HBEL0W ROOT UNCERTAIN WITH IMAG REMAINDER OF E7 . 1 )









SUBROUTINE DtRI V( N, ZR ,ZI ,CR,CI ,DR ,DI ,KER)
DIMENSION CR( 129), CI( 129)
ENA(O) STA(DR) STA(DI) STA(RR) STAIRI )ENA( 1
)
STAC K6R ) .
DO 2 J=),N
CALL MULT(ZR,Zl ,RR,RI ,TRR, TRI , Kl
)
CALL MILT(ZR,ZI,DR,DI ? TDR,TDI,K2)




2 RI = TRI*CIU)
3 CONTINLE
END




ENA(O) STA(RR) STA(.Rl) ENA(l) STA(KER)
DO 2 J=1 T N
CALL MULT(ZR,ZI,RR,RI,TR,TI,K1 )





SUBROUTINE. CSQRTtXR, XI, YR,YI)
C0N(SQ2=1. 4142135624).
LOA(XR) LDQ(XI) AJP21L+1) LAC(XR) QJP2(L+1) LQC(XI)
STA(A) STQ(B) QJPH1) STQ(QJ SLJ4{8) +STA{ P )SLJ (5) .
1 tmm wm> tktnv wmp> imi) „, .
2 THS(n) SLJ(3) STQ(S) FDVIB) STA(T> STA(R)SLJ<4)
3 STA(S) LDA(B) FDV(A) STA(T) LDAtl.O) STA(R)SLJ(4)
7 Y=SQRTF(X)
8 SLJ(») STA«X) SLJ(7)
4 LDA(T) FMU(T) FAD(l.O) SLJ4(8) +FAD(R) FDV(2.0)
SLJ4(8) +STA{T) LDA(S) SLJ418) +FMU(T) STA(P)
LDA(XI) FDV(2.0) FDV(P) STA(O)
5 SSK(XR) SLJ16) LDA(Q) LQC(P> AJP21L+1) LAC(Q)
SSK(XI) LDQ(P) STA(YR) STQ(YI) SLJ(L+3)
6 LDA(P) LOQ(Q) STA(YR) STQ(YI)
END
SUBROUTINE COMAG? XR. XI, Z, KER
)
LDA(XR) LOQ(XI) AJP2U+1) LAC(XR) QJP2(L+1) LQC(XI)
STQ(T) +THS(T) LLS(48) QJP(3) STQ(T) FDV(T)
STA(H) FMU(H) FAD(l.O) STA(H)
Y=SQRTT(H)
-FMU(T) +EXF7{ 141B) SL J (L+2 ) ENQ(l) SLJ(3) ENQ12)
3 STQIKER) STA(Z)
END i
SUBROUTINE DI VD ( XR ,XI , YR , YI ,ZR ,ZI , KER) i
CALL PROD (XR, XI , YR ? - YI, B 1 , B2 , PR, PI ,DR,DI
)
LDA(82) AJPT(l) ENA(3) SLJ<3)
2 ENA(2) SLJC3)
1 T=DR»DR+DI*DI
LDA(Bl) -FDV(B2) +EXF71 1 4 1 B ) SL J ( 2 ) STA(Bl)
LDA(PR) FDV(T) -FMUtBl) +EXF71 14 1 B) SL J ( 2 ) STA(ZR)




SUBROUTINE MULT ( XR, XI , YR, YI , 7R, Z I ,KER) I
CALL PROD(XR,XI ,YR.YI,B1 ,B2,PR, PI,D1,D2)
I
LDA(B2) -FMUtBl) +EXF7( 14 1 B ) SLJ ( 1 ) STA(Bl) .1
LDA(PR) -FMU(Bl) +EXF7{ 14 1 B ) SL J( 1 ) STAIZR) .1
LDA(PI) -FMU(B?) +EXF7 { 14 1 B ) SLJ ( 1 ) STA(ZI)




SUBROUTINE PRODCXR.XI , YR, YI , 81 , B2, PR, PI ,DR,OI
)
CALL NORM(XR,XI ,B1,AR,AI )





SUBROUTINE NORM{ A 1 . A2 , Bl ,S1 , S2
)
1A SLJ(l) +SfcV7{700008) ZRO(O) + ZRO(4000BJZR0 ( )
1 LDAUA+1) LDQ(Al) QJP2U+1) LQCIA1) STLIE) LDQ(A2)
QJP2CL+1) LQCIA2) LDL ( 1 A* 1 1+THS ( E ) SLJU+2) LDA(E) I
+AJPHL+2) STA(Sl) STA(Bl) SLJ(L + 5) +A0DMA+2) STA(Bl)
LOA(Al) FDVIB1) STA(Sl) LDA(A2> FDV(BJ) +STA { S2 ) .1
END
SUBROUTINE DIVIDECANN, BET, E, R)
DIMENSION ANN(IOO), BETMOO), D(IOO), EHOO), RC2)
COMMON CRR, CRI, CPR, CP I , ROOTR, ROOTI, C, D
DO 1000 Jl.= l,100
100 E(JL) =0.0
M = 100
1 IFIANN(M)) 3, 2, 3




3 H = H-l
31 N = 100
h IFUJET(N)) 6, 5, 6
5 N = N-l
GO TO 4




00 7 K * 1. INTH
E(K) m BET(K) / ANN( 1)
DO 7 I * If N+1
D< Ji » fi(K)*ANN( 1)
BET(J) = BET(J) - 0(J)
7 D(J> = 0.0
CALL CONVRT(E)
NA * N+1






DIMENSION Al 100) , B( 100)
DO 1 J = I, 100
1 A{ J) = B( J)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE EQUAT1 (A, B)
DIMENSION A( 100) , B( 100)






DIMENSION ABLE! 100), BAKERI100)
N = 100
1 IFIABLE(N)) 3, 2, 3
2 N N-l
GO TO 1
3 N = N - 1
31 NOC = N + 1
32 DO <* I * 1, NOC
J = N-I + 2
h BAKER! J) = ABLE! I)
DO 5 I = 1, NOC
ABLE(I) = BAKERII)






,ion for state error for a unity feedback
i ut is:
re K lerived fr< t orm loco transfer function, F . ^'o' T-
' o
ever, due to " cl ! ; " Lions used in deriving the
locus e for this _nvf?stigation, there is no longer a function,
nee it. is not represented as e unity Feedback system,
:onvention it i ri propose i to continue th«= use
r indication of steady state error in response tc
a ramp inout. fhis "K " is derived as follows:
Sis, = 9; (S) - Soft) - ei»[. - g£]
and p (S) = Qofe*
i
,
g<S) - ©-<5> [' - ^C^j
From c section 1, blr - 1 :
. N abry>
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The application of motor input voltage f
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